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Nigerian stocks in bull run
that defies global slump
Thanks to profit growth by companies NGX-ASI up 19.24% ytd
BALA AUGIE

As gloomy as the global headlines have been, they have yet to
enact any appreciable harm on
NGX All-Share Index (ASI) 30
earnings.
In a year rife with headwinds
such as the Russian-Ukraine
war to supply chain bottlenecks,
inflationary pressures, electricity/diesel price hike to foreign
exchange shortages, it’s record
earnings per share that has kept
the bulls case intact.
Rather than fall, as negative
headline risks climb and the
gradual economic recovery
comes under increasingly worrisome threat, the estimated
net income of the thirty largest
and most liquid firms or NGX30 jumped by 20.18 percent to
N883.13 billion in March 2022
from N734.81 billion the previous year.
Their combined revenues
spiked by 30.25 percent to N3.75
trillion as at March 2022, according to data gathered by MoneyCentral.

Interestingly, the stock market has been reacting positively
to the stellar performance of
bellwether firms.
The NGX-ASI Index has

2.61%

NGX 30
1,949.17

3.34%

U.S Stocks lost ground in choppy
trading on Friday as investors
struggled to find a floor after
a dramatic week that saw the

Continues on page 5
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Notore Chemical
returns to profit in Q1
as Nigeria Fertilizer
exports surge
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Zombie Unity Bank
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-86.18% capital ratio
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AIICO Insurance posts
record profit above
N4 billion on sale of
subsidiary
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Chelsea confirm Todd
Boehly’s £4.25bn
takeover bid

L-R: Guinness Nigeria plc., Immediate Past Board Chairman, Babatunde Savage; Guinness Nigeria plc Board Chair, Dr.
Omobola Johnson and Guinness Nigeria Plc. Managing Director, Baker Magunda, during the ribbon-cutting ceremony of
the new Guinness Nigeria Headquarters Opening Event and 72nd Anniversary celebrations in Ogba, Lagos.
BONDS/FORWARD

NSE INDICES (WEEKLY)
All share
50,935.03

gained 19.24 percent so far this
year while the NGX 30 index
has year to date gains of 11.89
percent.
On the other side of the world,
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GOLD Spot
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NGX Insider offloads
2.935 million shares at
50% above listing price
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Nigeria Exchange seeks to raise stake in CSCS with N14 billion purchase
PATRICK ATUANYA

The Nigeria Exchange Group
(NGX) is set to increase its equity
stake in securities clearing firm
CSCS and has made a N14.1
billion deposit to that effect,
sources familiar with the matter

tell MoneyCentral.
Central Securities Clearing
System Plc or (CSCS) is Nigeria’s
Central Securities Depository
(CSD) licensed to carry on the
depository, clearing and settlement of all transactions in the
Nigerian Capital Market.

The transaction is awaiting
regulatory approval, according
to the sources.
“The NGX has deposited
funds to purchase additional
CSCS shares. In the first Quarter
results NGX would have reported
a loss if not for CSCS dividends,”

the market source said.
Indeed, the NGX Group
reported an operating loss of
N36.59 million in the first quarter
of 2022. When N375.8 million of
profit from its equity accounted
investees (CSCS) is added to the
bottom-line however NGX man-

aged to swing to N339.2million
in pretax profit, data from its
Q1 financial statement seen by
MoneyCentral shows.
CSCS declared the sum of 74k
for every share held as dividend
Continues on page 15
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VP Osinbajo interacts with APC
delegates in Anambra, Enugu
SEUN PETERS

In addition to implementing socio-economic
measures for the benefit
of the Nigerian people and
national development, the
Buhari administration has
taken important steps to
re-engineer the country’s
security architecture, and
the fruits of that are imminent, according to Vice
President Yemi Osinbajo,
SAN.
Prof. Osinbajo stated
this on Friday in Awka,
Anambra State while
speaking with delegates of
the All Progressives Congress (APC), in continu-

ation of his engagements
with APC delegates and

stakeholders across the
country.

The Vice President,
who also visited Enugu
State yesterday right after
Anambra, has so far visited
several other states, including Oyo, Ondo, Ogun,
Edo, Delta, Taraba and
Adamawa before now.
Speaking earlier in the
Southeast States, the VP
assured that with the “reengineering of the security
architecture, with the view
to be more effective on
the ground, we will begin
to see the fruits of that,
especially with the acquisition of more platforms
– mobile platforms, air
platforms, and, of course,
Continues on back page

INFRASTRUCTURE

Lagos-Abidjan highway: AfDB secures $15.6b investment interests for construction of road
ABDULWAHEED OLAYINKA
ADUBI, Kaduna

The African Development Bank (AfDB) has
disclosed that the African
Investment Forum has secured $15.6 billion of investment interests for construction of the Lagos-Abidjan
highway corridor.
The president, African
Development Bank (AfDB),
Akinwumi Adeshina announced this in a statement
on Friday after a meeting
with President Alassane
Ouattara of Ivory Coast.
According to him in the
statement, Adeshina explained that the transport
sector in West Africa plays
a key role in the economic

development of the region
and generates about five to
eight per cent of its Gross
Domestic Product (GDP).
He further said that the
investment would strengthen regional trade and integration in West Africa
by linking the hinterlands
of different Participating
Member Countries (PMCs).
On his twitter handle he
wrote, “speaking to the Press
at the Presidential Villa, together with H.E. President
Alassane Ouattara. He was
delighted to hear the African Investment Forum
has secured $15.6 billion
of investment interests for
construction of the LagosAbidjan highway corridor.”
Also in a statement it was

revealed that the Corridor is
expected to connect up to
five west African capital cities covering approximately
1,028 km and eight border
crossings, which are Cote
d’Ivoire, Ghana, Togo, Benin and Nigeria.
AfDB says it will be the
flagship project of the Programme for Infrastructure
Development in Africa
(PIDA).
“ECOWAS and WAEMU
member states have consistently committed themselves to the financing of
designated regional transport corridors.
“The corridor interconnects the most densely
populated and economi-

EDUCATION

New UK Visa exempts graduates from Nigerian universities
SEUN PETERS
The United Kingdom is
set to commence issuance of
a new visa that allows holders of bachelor degrees, masters and doctorates to travel
to the country and work
in fields such as science,
technology, innovation and
entrepreneurship.
The visa allows applicants
to relocate to the UK without
a prior job offer or sponsorship but some of the requirements exempt those who
graduated from Nigerian
universities.
The UK is one of the
choice destinations for many
Nigerians seeking to relocate
abroad.
The new visa policy,
which is expected to take off
on May 30, requires prospective applicants to have graduated from top 50 schools
featured in renowned world

university rankings.
According to the UK
Minister of Safe and Legal
Migration, Kevin Foster, the
“High Potential Individual”
visa route is targeted at attracting high-skilled foreign
university graduates, who
will be allowed to work and
stay in the UK for two or
three years.
On the expiration of the
visa, the holders can switch
to “permits under the skilled
worker, start up and innovator, exceptional talent, or
scale up route” for continued
stay in the UK.
Checks by Moneycentral,
however, revealed that no
Nigerian university features
among the top 50 universities in the latest reports of
the three global university
rankings recognised by the
UK government.
The government said the

list would be compiled annually and would comprise
institutions included in the
list of “the top 50 universities
in at least two of the following ranking systems.”
The ranking systems are:
Times Higher Education
World University rankings,
Quacquarelli Symonds (QS)
World University rankings
and the Academic Ranking
of the World Universities.
Also, the applicants must
have been awarded a degree,
equivalent to “not less than a
UK bachelor’s degree.”
“The new High Potential
Individual route will make
it as simple as possible for
internationally mobile individuals who demonstrate
high potential to come to the
UK. It will enable those who
have already demonstrated
their potential through aca-

Continues on back page
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cally active parts of the subregion. It intersects with
a rail network and major
ports/airports.
“The transport sector in
West Africa plays a key role
in the economic development of the region and generates about five to eight per
cent of its Gross Domestic
Product (GDP).
“This remains cognisant
of the fact that an efficient
regional transport network
is an enabling infrastructure required to promote
regional trade and socioeconomic development,
inter alia,” it was revealed.
It was also noted that the
Corridor is expected to connect up to five west African
capital cities covering approximately 1,028 km and
eight border crossings, which
are Cote d’Ivoire, Ghana,
Togo, Benin and Nigeria.

INFRASTRUCTURE

Master Plan: Obaseki kicks off
‘Operation Plan Edo’
…exercise kicks off in Ugbor area
JESSICA MAURICE
The Edo State Government
has commenced ‘Operation
Plan Edo,’ an exercise aimed
at recertifying building plans
and collecting data on socio-economic needs of communities within the Benin
metropolis.
Commissioner for Physical
Planning, Urban and Regional
Development, Isoken Omo,
during a press briefing, said
the exercise, which will commence in the Ugbor area of
Benin City, is an expansion
of the ‘Operation Show Your
Building Plan.’
She thanked those who
have complied with ‘Operation Show Your Building
Plan’ exercise, assuring that
all applications have been
fast-tracked and that over 400
approvals will be granted to
those who have already gone
through the process.
She noted that the state
government through the pro-

gramme will be able to collate
needs of communities which
in turn will enable it to provide
relevant services to Edo people.
According to her, “The
programme enables the government to know what services and infrastructure the
people need. The ‘Operation
Plan Edo’ will involve various
ministries, such as Education,
Roads and Bridges, Health,
Power, among others”.
She called on citizens to
cooperate with officials of the
ministries and provide necessary information to help plan
the city and State in line with
the 30-year master plan.
Condemning attacks
on its staff by residents, she
warned: “Edo State Government frowns at the attack on
Staff of Ministry of Planning,
Urban and Regional Planning on duty. Government is
concerned about the ugly incident and has vowed to bring
the perpetrators to book to
serve as a deterrent to others.”

POLITICS

Emefiele: I have not decided to run for President

...Thanks farmers, others for raising funds to buy nomination forms
SEUN PETERS
The Governor of Central
Bank of Nigeria (CBN), Mr. Godwin Emefiele, said on Saturday
thathewasyettomakeadecision
onwhethertorunfortheofficeof
the president of the country.
He, however, expressed appreciationforthesacrificesmade
byfarmersandpatriotswhowent
as far as raising personal funds
for him to contest the election.
The CBN governor, in a series
of tweets on his verified Twitter
handle@GodwinIEmefiele,said,
“I am humbled by the growing
interest of those asking that I run
for the Office of President in the
2023 general elections.
“I have not come to that
decision. I note and salute the

sacrifices of those farmers and
patriots going as far as raising
personal funds and offering me
PresidentialNominationForms.
“I thank them most profusely.However,shouldIanswer
their calls and decide to seek
presidential nomination, I will
usemyownhardearnedsavings
from over 35 years of banking
leadershiptobuymyownNomination Forms without proxies
in an open and transparent
manner in full compliance with
the laws and Constitution of the
Federal Republic of Nigeria.
“And should I not run for
elected office, I will continue
to serve and sacrifice for the
good people of Nigeria under
the able leadership of President Muhammadu Buhari.

GRAFT

UK Govt recovers $23m Abacha loot
SEUN PETERS

The National Crime
Agency (NCA) of the United
Kingdom says it recovered
$23,439,724 taken out of Nigeria illegally by associates
and family of the late Sani
Abacha, former military
dictator.
NCA, in a statement
published on its website,
said the funds form part
of a larger pool of monies
identified by the United
States Department of Justice
(USDOJ) as having been
misappropriated by Abacha
and his associates.
The UK agency disclosed
that the funds were recovered after nearly seven years
@moneycentral4
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of litigation and international negotiation to obtain
a recovery order, following
a request of recovery by
USDOJ.
The agency added that
the funds have now been
transferred to the home
office for onward transmission to the USDOJ. Speaking
on the development, Billy
Beattie, asset denial senior
manager at NCA, said the
UK is not a safe haven for
criminals to launder their

proceeds of crime, adding
that civil recovery of assets
is a powerful weapon.
“The NCA is committed to ensuring that the
UK is not a safe haven for
criminals to launder their
proceeds of crime, and civil
recovery of assets is a powerful weapon in this fight,”
Beattie said.
“We work closely with
UK and international partners to tackle the threat
posed by corruption, which
disproportionately impacts
the poorest and most vulnerable members of society.
We are committed to ensuring that those who perpetuate corruption do not
benefit from their actions.”
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Nigeria and push for 5G rollout
Now that Nigeria is seems ready to deploy the 5G technology, what next? EHIME ALEX writes
Coming behind Kenya and
South Africa, Nigeria will, from
August 24, 2022, roll out the
fifth-generation telecommunication network, amid the many
challenges the country faces in
adopting the network.
It has been argued that factors that might frustrate the
smooth deployment of the network include poor fibre penetration, network security, spectrum
pricing and harmonisation, poor
electricity, infrastructure decay
and inflation.
But poised to promote the
network, the Nigerian Communications Commission said
the 5G deployment would usher
the country into “a more robust
Fourth Industrial Revolution
and a more digitised economy.”
Having earlier licensed MTN
Nigeria Plc and Mafab Communications Limited for the rollout,
NCC recently confirmed issuance of the final letter of awards
of the 5G Spectrum Licences to
both companies.
The companies had won
the 3.5 Gigahertz spectrum
auction conducted by NCC in
December 2021, out-bidding
Airtel Networks Limited to the
race. Thus, with the award, and
in line with the Auction’s Information Memorandum, the two
licensees are now expected to
accelerate deployment of the 5G
network in the country.
5G is the fifth generation technology standard for broadband
cellular networks, which, according to tech experts, offers
data speeds up to 100 times faster
than 4G and lower latency – the
delay in instruction for a data
transfer and its actual transfer.
The network can also support up
to one million connected devices
per square kilometre, compared

to up to 100,000 for 4G.
Support and otherwise for
5G rollout
The NCC is optimistic that
effective implementation of the
National Policy on 5G will accelerate the actualisation of the
national targets in the Nigerian
National Broadband Plan (20202025), National Digital Economy
Policy and Strategy (2020-2030)
as well as other sectoral policies
designed to enhance the country’s digital transformation.
However, Nigeria is not there
yet on 5G adoption and the
benefits it brings, said the Senior
Special Adviser to the President
on Information, Communication and Technology, Lanre
Osibona.
In a chat with CNBC Africa on
Nigeria’s readiness and the prospects of 5G, Osibona explained
that the network was very much
about big data, but challenged
by the issue of latency, the wait
between transactions.
“For the everyday Nigerian,
there is no issue with that at all;
but in using it for skills development, access to education,
finance, e-commerce,” he said.
These are primarily the issues
on the ground.
For the President, Africa Digital Economy Forum, Olusola
Teniola, 5G network will give the
country opportunity to look at
some sectors, from the aspect of
security, health, and education,
among other uses.
According to a report by Statista, a company specialising in
market and consumer data, over
40 per cent of the Nigerian population subscribed to 3G/4G mobile
broadband in 2022. This penetration rate was relatively stable since
surpassing the 40 per cent mark
for the first time in 2020.
moneycentral

However, the report indicated
that 3G/4G mobile broadband
penetration rate, as a share of the
country’s population from January 2017 to February 2022, rose
by 19.21 per cent to 40.9 per cent,
and hit a record 45.9 per cent in
October 2020.
Also, a data by The Global
Economy on Nigeria’s Security
Threats Index 2021 reveals that
Nigeria ranks on 8.8 index points
in 12th position among 173
countries in the world, putting
Afghanistan at the highest risk at
first position on 10 index points.
In line with this, the United
Nations International Children’s
Emergency Fund reveals that
one in every five of the world’s
out-of-school children is in
Nigeria.
Though primary education is
officially free and compulsory in
Nigeria, UNICEF reported that
about 10.5 million of Nigeria’s
children, from five to 14 years,
are not in school.
“Only 61 per cent of six to
11-year-olds regularly attend
primary school and only 35.6
per cent of children aged 36 to 59
months receive early childhood
education,” the UN body added.
The picture is even bleaker in
the North of the country, with
a net attendance rate of 53 per
cent, UNICEF also lamented
in the official report. “Getting
out-of-school children back
into education poses a massive
challenge.”
It identified insurgency in the
North East as a significant challenge, which would require creating an enabling environment
for education to thrive.
Financial Street could recall
that earlier, in the year, Nigerian
President, Muhammadu Buhari,
directed all the security agencies
moneycentralng
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to leverage 5G technology, when
deployed, to enhance security in
the country.
At the launch of the National
Policy on 5G, he stated, “It will
enable our security institutions
to effectively deploy robotics, autonomous vehicles, augmented
and virtual reality to address any
security challenge that we face.”
The United States had earlier
urged the Nigeria to ensure the
use of 5G for safety and protection of the digital rights of its
citizens, when issuing licences
to operators.
“A key aspect of safeguarding the security of our digital
technologies is ensuring that
countries and citizens can trust
the equipment and software they
are using,” the U.S. Ambassador
to Nigeria, Mary Leonard, said
at the 2021 International Stakeholders’ Conference on Digital
Technology and Cybersecurity.
“This is especially true in guaranteeing that new 5G technology
and infrastructure will not introduce risks that threaten national
security, personal privacy or
human rights.”
The million dollar question
Is Nigeria ready for 5G
adoption?
The Chairman, Association of
Licensed Telecoms Operators of
Nigeria, Gbenga Adebayo, said the
country was ready to deploy a 5G
network. He, however, noted that
the network would run alongside
the previous networks. “It is a
complementary service not a
replacement service,” he added.
Adebayo also explained that
5G would be deployed gradually,
and that people would continue
to use the current 3G and 4G
platforms, and, in some places,
2G. “It is a platform that is very
moneycentralng

suitable for many industries;
aviation, military, security and
telecommunications.”
4IR mirage
In an interview with Financial
Street, Economics tutor at the
University of Lagos, Dr Babatope
Ogunniyi, asserted that the
Fourth Industrial Revolution is
a mirage as far as Nigeria’s situation is concerned, as Nigeria
has not addressed the concern
for the present revolution.
The don said, “The Fourth
Industrial Revolution is mainly
driven by four specific technological developments. These
include high-speed Internet,
Artificial Intelligence and automation, the use of big data analytics, and, in particular, cloud
technology.
“The major element required
is yet to be achieved. With poor
electricity supply, Nigeria has
a long way to go! AI is almost
absolutely absent! Manpower
development is still crawling!”
Known as the digital revolution, 4IR or Industry 4.0 conceptualises rapid change to technology, industries and societal
patterns and processes in the
21st century due to increasing
interconnectivity and smart
automation.
Last line
As the 5G network continues to grow exponentially with
higher demand, advanced nations such as China, U.S., United
Kingdom, Canada, Australia,
Italy, Spain and South Korea
have adopted the technology to
boost their economies. Nigeria
could do same, as the technology
provides the platform for new
and emerging technologies such
as Internet of Things, AI and big
data to improve the way people
live and work, experts argue.
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Okomu revenues jump 63% in Q1 on
tight global supplies
PATRICK ATUANYA

Okomu Oil has reported a 63
percent increase in revenues in
the first quarter (Q1) of 2022 as
Palm oil prices continue to rise
on tight global supplies.
Okomu reported revenues of
N20.485 billion for the period
compared to N12.554 billion a
year ago. Profit after tax for Q1,
2022 rose to N9.498 billion, up
from N5.27 billion in 2021.
Indonesian President Joko
Widodo in April announced
the export ban of all cooking oil
and palm oil products, aimed
to ensure domestic markets
had ample cooking oil supplies
following a dramatic increase
in prices.
The spot palm oil contract on
the Bursa Malaysia Derivatives
Exchange was trading around
7,385 ringgit ($1,689) a ton on
Friday, up 14.2 percent from
an all-time high of 6,466 ringgit
some two months ago on Febru-

ary 23.
Palm oil is of strategic importance as it is used in the production of more than half of the
products sold in supermarkets

Federal Competition Commission
monitoring Airline plans to stop flights
The Federal Competition and
Consumer Protection Commission (FCCPC) says it has become
aware of a public service announcement by Airline Operators of Nigeria (AON) regarding
the impracticality of continuing
operations beyond Monday,
May 9th, 2022 under the prevailing circumstances of high and
rising cost of jet fuel.
The Commission encourages
and implores domestic airlines
to consider the effect of the proposed shutdown on passengers
and the magnitude of difficulties
and hardship associated with
such an action.
The Commission says it does
not trivialise the disruption and
potential challenge to business
continuity and survivability an
inordinately high cost of jet fuel
presents to domestic aviation,
especially coupled with other
rising cost of operations and
foreign exchange.
Indeed, the Commission has
been in discussion with the leadership of major fuel marketers
to understand the global supply
challenges and possible steps to
ameliorate the same.
Accordingly, the Commission
strongly advocates engagement
among all stakeholders across the
value chain to mitigate the current constraints and develop an
acceptable interim arrangement

ing the largest producer of palm
oil in Africa, Cote D’ivoire remains the largest exporter of the
commodity, with Nigeria settled
at the sixth position on the list

Nigerian stocks in bull run that defies global...

AVIATION

SEUN PETERS

globally.
Nigeria remains the top palm
oil producer in Africa based on
the data by USDA.
However, despite Nigeria be-

to address problems and costs
associated with global supply
constraints on account of a war,
sanctions associated with the
war, and a fragile ongoing post
pandemic recovery in aviation.
The Commission says it is
however concerned with rising
consumer feedback that airlines
have continued to sell tickets
beyond the date announced for
the proposed service shutdown.
“To the extent that this is
accurate, and the airlines have
decided and are resolute, it will
be egregious exploitation of
consumers and a violation of
law to purport to sell a service
that the service provider knows,
it will not, or does not intend to
provide or deliver. It is misleading and deceptive under S.123 of
the FCCPA to represent a service
will be delivered on a certain
date when the provider knows
the same is false or improbable,”
the FCCPC said.
“The Commission is optimistic that airline operators will not
deliberately sell tickets for flights
they do not intend to operate,
and is as such hopeful that a
solution short of a shutdown will
emerge accordingly.”
The Commission continues
to monitor this sensitive and
evolving situation and remains
committed to supporting engagements to provide solutions
and stability.
moneycentral
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Dow Jones Industrial Average
post both its best and worst days
since 2020.
The S&P 500 shed 0.57% to
close at 4,123.34, while the Nasdaq Composite fell 1.40% to
settle at 12,144.66. The Dow
shed 98.60 points, or 0.30%, to
finish at 32,899.37. The losses on
Friday clinched a losing week for
all three major indexes despite
starting off the period with three
straight positive sessions.
The moves came after stocks
sold off sharply on Thursday.
The Dow lost more than 1,000
points, and the tech-heavy Nasdaq Composite fell nearly 5%.
Both indexes notched their worst
single-day drops since 2020. The
S&P 500 fell 3.56%, its secondworst day of the year.
Thursday’s losses erased
Wednesday’s big post-Federal
Reserve meeting rally.
Nigerian stocks beat analysts’
estimates as investors had feared
that lack of transformative policies by the government and deteriorating consumer purchasing power would significantly
undermine earnings.
There were improvements
in profit margins across sectors
with the consumer goods firms
who felt the pang of the coronavirus pandemic that tipped the
country into a recession in 2020
emerging star performers.
Analysts attribute the impressive performance to savvy managers who are nimble enough
to have put in place cost control
measures and price adjustments.
moneycentralng
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The Oil and Gas index has
been outperforming the Index
since the beginning of the year
as the war in Eastern Europe
combined with the sanctions by
European blocks and the United
States on Russia added impetus
to the crude oil rally.
For the first three months
through March 2022, the largest
consumer goods firms collectively grew net income by 68.60
percent to N86.06 billion from
N51.04 billion the previous year.
Their combined profit margins rose to 7.60 percent in
March 2022 from 4.65 percent
the previous year, thanks to price
increments.
Dangote Cement, BUA Cement, and Lafarge Africa, saw
cumulative net income rise by
29.15 percent to N156.55 billion
as at March 2022.
The average profit margin
of the largest producers of the
building materials moved to
26.39 percent in the period under review from 25.43 percent
the previous year.
The Industrial Goods index
has gained 17.55 percent this
year, however, it underperforms
the All Share Index.
Drilling down the numbers
shows the most liquid and most
capitalised banks collectively
grew net income by 10 percent to
N276.78 billion as they benefitted from a gradual rise in both
short- and long-term government securities, revaluation
gains, and increased creation
of risk assets that buoyed their
loans books.
moneycentralng

of palm oil exporting countries
in Africa.
Okomu’s domestic sales for
the period were equivalent to
N18.875 billion and exports sales
were N1.610 billion.
The Okomu Oil Palm Company PLC, was incorporated
in December, 1979 as a Private
Limited Liability Company. It
was converted to a Public Limited Liability Company (PLC) on
September 19, 1997 under the
Companies and Allied Matters
Act, 1990. It is a member of Socfinal group of Luxemburg which
owns 62.94% of the Company’s
shares with Nigerians owning
the balance of 37.06%.
The principal activities of the
Company are the development
of oil palm plantation, palm, oil
milling, palm kernel processing
and the development of rubber
plantation. The products are
palm oil, palm kernel oil, palm
kernels cake, banga (package)
and rubber cup lumps.
Okomu Oil, the largest palm
oil producer, has reported a 63
percent increase in revenues in
the first quarter (Q1) of 2022 as
Palm oil prices continue to rise
on tight global supplies.
It repor ted revenues of
N20.485 billion for the period
compared to N12.554 billion a
year ago. Profit after tax for Q1,
2022 rose to N9.498 billion, up
from N5.27 billion in 2021.
Analysts are not optimistic
that companies will maintain the
growth momentum given political risk associated with the 2023
elections and the inability of
manufacturers to pass on rising
input cost in the form of higher
prices to consumers whose
pockets are already squeezed.
Banks operate in the punitive
regulatory environment as a high
cash reserve ratio and investor
apathy towards shares of sector
players combined with higher effective tax rate are downside risk.
“Since 2012, the Nigerian
consumers have come under
severe pressure.
From partial fuel subsidy removal to the free fall in naira in
recent years, to the imprint left
by the border closure to security
in food processing region, and
more recently, the supply chain
caused by the Russian-Ukraine
war, all these have contributed
to inflationary pressures,” said
analysts at CSL Stockbrokers
Limited.
“In response, the average
Nigerian consumer has been
trading down on the value chain,
switching to cheaper alternatives
as the cost of living rises in the
face of generally low income
levels,” summed the analysts.
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Africa Watch – Exporting asylum
Charts of the week

SB MORGEN INTELLIGENCE

Denmark is in talks
with Rwanda about
setting up a new procedure for transferring
asylum seekers to the
East African country,
mirroring a similar
move by the United
Kingdom announced
earlier this month.
Denmark, which has
gained notoriety in
the last decade for
its increasingly harsh
immigration policies,
passed a law last year
that allows refugees
arriving on Danish
soil to be moved to
asylum centres in a
partner country.
But the Nordic nation, which drew the
anger of human rights
advocates, the United
Nations and the European Commission
over the move, had
yet to find a partner
country at that time.
“Our dialogue with the
Rwandan government
includes a mechanism
for the transfer of asylum seekers,” Immigration Minister Mattias Tesfaye said in an
emailed statement to
Reuters on 20 April.
The deal would aim to
“ensure a more dignified approach than the
criminal network of
human traffickers that
characterises migration across the Mediterranean today,” he
added.
The week before
Copenhagen’s announcement, the
United Kingdom said
it planned to relocate
thousands of asylum
seekers to Rwanda,
in a new deal aimed
at smashing people-

smuggling networks and
stemming the flow of
migrants. “Denmark has
not yet struck a deal with
Rwanda”, the minister said,
but immigration speakers
in parliament had been
summoned to a meeting
on the matter on Thursday
next week. The government needs parliamentary
backing for a potential deal
with Rwanda.
The series of policies
being rolled out or considered by various countries
is the clearest indicator yet
that Europe is no longer
willing to welcome, or pretend to welcome migrants,
many of whom are trying
to escape would-be despots. This is even though
the language is couched
to scapegoat “illegal immigrants” for domestic
political audiences.
Before Denmark and
the UK, the European
Union has been pushing
similar initiatives off the

radar. When Sudan’s former strong man, Omar Al
Bashir was in power, the
EU pumped millions of
euros to his government
in “technical assistance”
to prevent migrants from
sub-Saharan Africa from
utilising the country as a
migration transit route.
Much of the money went
to the Rapid Support Forces known as the Janjaweed
who in turn detained and
tortured asylum seekers.
This initiative has not
quite ended and is part of
a comprehensive migration management strategy
which is being deployed
both home and abroad.
Brussels has been inexorably pushing the use of
technology on its borders,
whether bought by the
EU’s border force, Frontex
or financed for member
states through EU sources. In 2018, it predicted
that the European security market would grow to

€128 billion (₦80 trillion)
by 2020, with arms and
tech companies set to be
major beneficiaries of a
policy which they heavily
lobbied for. The anti-immigrant actions of illiberal
democracies as important
EU members (Poland and
Hungary) have also served
as an important boon for
Western European allies,
and politicians in those
states – from Austria and
Denmark to France and
Italy – are increasingly
shifting to the right to remain in government and
fend off a resurgence of
far-right parties.
Mention must be made
of why Rwanda appears to
be a very eager participant
in these schemes: in 2013,
it signed a secret arrangement with Israel to receive
up to 4000 asylum seekers,
mostly from Eritrea and
Sudan, who Israel claimed
left voluntarily. Although
the Israeli Supreme Court
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has since ruled that arrangement illegal, it was
long after the transfer was
made. Even more worrying
is that of the 4000 persons
transferred to Rwanda,
almost all were immediately smuggled out of the
country to Uganda, Sudan
or South Sudan, often to
recommence a treacherous journey to Europe via
the Mediterranean. It can
be inferred that Israel paid
the Rwandan government
to receive asylum seekers
in the same manner that
Denmark and the UK are
considering.
It does look like a winwin for the governments,
with Rwanda turning the
dealings in human bodies
into a veritable revenue
stream and countries like
the United Kingdom and
Denmark getting rid of
refugees they are not willing to take. In summary,
this will be a net negative
for supporting nascent
African democracies: if
countries in the West who
have traditionally insisted
on democratic values and
human rights are willing to
shy away from these values
to make deals with autocrats (not that commitments to those values had
stopped interactions with
autocracies and autocratic
democracies in the past), it
means the era of emphasis
on a values-based diplomatic engagement is over.
For the average African
dealing with the sceptre of
heavy-handed treatment
by autocrats or adverse
economic conditions at
the hand of democratically
elected ones, the message
is written in clear ink: you
are on your own.
For more insightful
analysis check out sbmintel.com
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Notore Chemical returns to profit in
Q1 as Nigeria Fertilizer exports surge
PATRICK ATUANYA

Notore Chemical, a
maker of Urea and NPK
returned to profit in the
first quarter (Q1) of 2022 as
Nigeria Fertilizer exports
surged.
The firm reported export
revenue worth N10.027 billion for the three months’
period to March 2022,
compared to zero export
revenue in the six-month
period to March 2021.
Overall reported revenues surged by 211% to
N16.38 billion in Q1 2022,
helped by an increase in
sales of Urea and other
chemicals.
This led to a profit of
N1.55 billion from a loss
position in the previous
period.
Risks however remain
for Notore Chemicals in
the form of N127.26 billion
in outstanding borrowings
and N33.259 billion in accumulated losses.
In the first quarter of
2021, the CEO and board
of directors were optimis-

tic a turn around maintenance that was expected
to deliver 500,000 tons of
fertilizer would improve
operating efficiency and
underpin profitability.
“Achieving this level
of production output will
not only lead to significant
increases in the company’s
cash flows from operations, but also substantial
increases in revenues annually,” said Ohis Ohiwerei
the Group Managing Director and Chief Executive
Officer of Notore Chemical
Industries.
Notore believes that the

domestic fertilizer market is yet to reach its full
potential. Furthermore,
the demand for urea and
compound fertilizers, such
as NPK, from the West African markets and neighboring countries bordering the northern part of
the country is also quite
significant.
Notore is also benefiting from higher prices as
the fertilizer industry is
experiencing supply-side
constraints while demand
is rising.
Fertilizer prices are
nearing a decade high as

soaring food prices allow
farmers to expand crop
production, boosting demand for nutrients essential to producing food.
Another major producer,
the Dangote Group is also
ramping up Nigeria Fertilizer exports from its new
fertilizer plant at the Lekki
Free Zone in Lagos, to the
US, Argentina and Brazil.
Initial shipment from
one of the world’s biggest
fertilizer plants, which has
the capacity to produce 3
million tons of urea and
ammonia per year, began
in late June 2021.

JESSICA MAURICE
Dangote Cement Plc,
Sub-Saharan Africa’s largest cement producer, has
announced the successful
completion of its N116Billion
Series 2 Bond issuance, which
is the largest corporate bond
issuance in the history of the
Nigerian Capital Markets.
The Bond Issuance, which
is the second issuance under
the Company’s ₦300 billion
Multi Instrument Issuance
Programme, attracted participation from a wide array of
institutional investors including
pension funds, asset managers,
banks, insurance companies
and high net worth individuals.
The Bond Issuance comprised three tranches: a 5-year
Tranche A issuance priced at
11.85%, a 7-year Tranche B issuance priced at 12.35%, and
a 10-year Tranche C issuance

priced at 13.00%.
The proceeds of the Bond
Issuance will be used to finance the Company’s Nigeria
expansion projects, shortterm debt refinancing and
working capital requirements.
Stanbic IBTC Capital acted
as Lead Issuing House/Bookrunner to the Bond Issuance,

whilst Absa Capital Markets,
Meristem Capital, Standard
Chartered, United Capital,
Coronation Merchant Bank,
Ecobank Development Company, FBNQuest Merchant
Bank, FCMB Capital Markets,
Futureview Financial Services, Vetiva Capital, Quantum Zenith Capital and Rand

moneycentral
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Merchant Bank Nigeria acted
as Joint Issuing Houses.
Commenting on the Bond
Issuance, Mr Michel Puchercos, Group Managing Director of Dangote Cement,
said: “Dangote Cement is
delighted to have successfully
undertaken a second issuance
under our Multi-Instrument
Issuance Programme which
was launched last year, and
even more delighted to have
concluded the most significant corporate bond issuance
in the history of the Nigerian
Debt Capital Markets.
He added: “This landmark
transaction would fund our
expansion projects and further support the implementation of our export strategy. I
want to thank our stakeholders and investor community
for their strong participation
in another Bond issuance
with the Company.”

@moneycentral4
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ENERGY

Seplat pays $128.3 million deposit to
Exxon for Mobil acquisition
SEUN PETERS

Seplat Energy has made
a deposit of $128.3 million
to Exxon Mobil Corporation, Delaware as part
of the consideration to
acquire the entire share
capital of Mobil Producing
Nigeria Unlimited.
The completion of the
transaction is subject to
ministerial consent and
other required regulatory
approvals and is expected
to be completed in the
second half of 2022.
“The addition of MPNU
will nearly triple our production and double our reserves on a pro forma 2020
basis. The acquisition will
reinforce our leadership
of Nigeria’s indigenous
energy sector and enable
us to generate strong future cash flows that will
underpin our investment
in Nigeria’s energy transition and improve our
overall stakeholder returns,” Roger Brown, Chief

Executive Officer, of Seplat
Energy said.
During the period, the
Group also incorporated
a subsidiary, Seplat Energy
Offshore Limited. The percentage ownership of the
Company is 100%.
The Company was incorporated for oil and gas
exploration and production.
Seplat Energy Plc is Nigeria’s leading indigenous
energy company. It is listed
on the Nigerian Exchange
Limited (NGX: SEPLAT)
and the Main Market of the
London Stock Exchange
(LSE: SEPL).
Seplat Energy is pursuing a Nigeria-focused
growth strategy through
participation in asset divestments by international
oil companies, farm-in
opportunities, and future
licensing rounds. The
Company is a leading supplier of gas to the domestic
power generation market.

CONGLOMERATE

Transcorp Plc delivers solid Q1
performance as profit leaps by 147%

FIXED INCOME

Dangote Cement completes issuance of N116bn bond

I&E FX Window

SEUN PETERS
Firing on all cylinders,
Transnational Corporation
Plc, (Transcorp Group) has
reported significant and impressive returns in all its major
financial indices for the first
quarter ended March 31, 2022.
Its unaudited results filed
with the Nigeria Exchange Limited, showed that the conglomerate with interests in the power,
hospitality, and energy sectors
recorded a profit after tax of
N5.0bn rising significantly by
147% up from N2.0bn recorded
in March 2021; while Profit before tax which stood at N2.5bn
in March last year, gained 129%
to N5.7bn in the same period
under consideration.
A further look at the results
showed that revenue increased
by 28% from N24.4bn at the end
of the first quarter of 2021; to
N31.4bnasatMarch2022,while
operating income followed the
same pattern as it grew by 45%
to N10.0bn up from N6.9bn
reported the previous year.

moneycentralng

An increase in expenses
such as Inventories, prepayments, trade and other receivables, however, did not dampen
the Group’s total assets which
rose to N417bn in the period
under review, up from N416bn
recorded at the end of the 2021
financial year; just shareholders’ funds also rose by 3% to
N151.0bn, up from N146.3bn.
Transcorp’s President/
Group Chief Executive Officer,
Owen Omogiafo, who was
excited at what she described
as a great start to a rewarding
year, expressed satisfaction
with the performance for the
first quarter 2022, and noted
that the result is in line with
the group’s strategy.
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Zombie Unity Bank on life support with -86.18% capital ratio
... as CBN loans N50bn
PATRICK ATUANYA

Unity Bank remains on
life support with negative
capital adequacy ratio,
negative shareholders equity and needing regulatory forbearance to continue
in operation and meet
working capital needs.
The mid-tier Nigerian
lender just released full
year 2021 and first quarter
(Q1) 2022 financial statements which indicates that
as at Q1, 2022, the Bank’s
total liabilities exceeded
its total assets by N273.9
billion.
The Bank also did not
meet the required minimum Capital Adequacy
Ratio (CAR) and the minimum capital requirement
of N25 billion for a national bank as required by

the Central Bank of Nigeria
(CBN).
Unity Bank reported
a profit after tax of N3.1
billion for the year ended
31 December 2021 and
the capital adequacy ratio
stood at -86.18%.
The Bank therefore did
not meet the minimum
capital requirement and
the CAR as stipulated by
the Central Bank of Nigeria
(CBN) for a Bank with a
National banking license
which is 10%.
These events and conditions, along with other
matters, indicate that a
material uncertainty exists
that may cast significant
doubt about the Bank’s
ability to continue as a
going concern, according
to its auditors in notes ac-

CONSUMER GOODS

International Breweries records first
profit in nearly a decade
BALA AUGIE

International Breweries Plc has posted its first
profit in nearly a decade
as the relaxation of lockdown that paved the way
for drinkers to hit the bar
strengthened sales, which
allowed the beer maker to
reduce debt costs.
The company, which
has been growing volumes year-on-year, will
continue to strengthen its
market position through
diversified development
and optimisation of its corporate strategy as it stays
committed to achieving
sustainable development

and improving product
quality to maintain its
competitiveness.
Fo r t h e f i r s t t h re e
months through March
2022, International Breweries posted net income
of N721.16 million from
a loss of N2.57 billion in
2021.
Revenue was up 47.63
percent to N57.52 billion
as at March 2022 from
N38.96 billion the previous year.
It is noteworthy that
the company had been
recording losses close to
8 years, and that was due
to rising interest expense,

companying the results.
If liabilities exceed assets and the net worth is
negative, it often means
that the business is “insolvent” and “bankrupt”.
Solvency can be measured
with the debt-to-asset ratio. This is computed by
dividing total liabilities by
total assets.
Unity Bank directors
acknowledge that material
uncertainty remains over
the timing of the recapi-

talisation of the Bank but
say they have reached an
advanced stage with both
local and multinational
investors in mobilisation
of funds for the Bank.
“The Directors are confident that they would be
able to recapitalise the
Bank upon the upturn of
economic activities within
the next one year. Based
on this, the directors have
a reasonable expectation
that the Bank will continue

inflationary pressures, foreign exchange scarcity,
currency devaluation, and
decrepit infrastructure.
Also, the coronavirus
pandemic that tipped the
country into recession in
2020 compounded the
firm’s woes as the government imposed a lockdown
policy that paralyzed economic activities.
However, the relaxation
of social distance policy
and rebound in crude oil
price which started in the
first quarter of 2021 combined with hike in key
products propelled volumes.
The Nigerian economy
grew by 3.98 percent year
on year (yoy) in the last
quarter of 2021, according
to the latest data from the
National Bureau of Statistics (NBS).

CONSUMER GOODS

INSURANCE

Sanlam and Allianz join forces to create African Insurance giant
SEUN PETERS

Sanlam, the largest
non-banking financial
services company in Africa, and Allianz, one of
the world’s leading insurers and asset managers
with a century of history
in Africa, have agreed to
combine their current and
future operations across
Africa to create the largest
Pan-African non-banking
financial services entity on
the continent.
This combination
means that customers
across Africa will benefit
from the expertise and financial strength of two
respected and well-known
brands.
The joint venture will
house the business units
of both Sanlam and Allianz

Sanlam Group CEO, Paul
Hanratty

in the African countries
where one or both companies have a presence.
Namibia will be included at a later stage and
South Africa is excluded
from the agreement.
The combined operations of Sanlam and Allianz will create a premier
Pan-African non-banking

financial services entity,
operating in 29 countries
across the continent.
The joint venture will
be the largest Pan-African
insurance player and is expected to be ranked in the
top three, in the majority
of the markets where the
entity will operate. The
entity is expected to have a
combined total group equity value (GEV) in excess
of 33 billion South African
rand (approximately 2 billion euros).
Sanlam and Allianz
will leverage each other’s strengths to unlock
synergies and provide
customers with best-inclass, innovative insurance
solutions and technical
excellence. The joint venture will create value for
moneycentral
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in operational existence
for the foreseeable future
and as such realise its assets and settle its liabilities
in the normal course of
business,” Unity Bank said.
Unity Bank Plc was also
granted by the Central
Bank of Nigeria a short
term financial accommodation of N50 billion to
augment working capital
requirements with a maturity date of 19 September
2022, according to data

seen by MoneyCentral.
It remains to be seen
how long the zombie Unity
Bank will continue to remain in operations as the
bank directors say they are
still looking for investors
to recapitalize it even as
the Obasanjo (Obasanjo
Holdings, 7.92%) and Babangida (El-Amin Nig.
Limited. And B-Sha Limited, 5.54%) families remain major shareholders
in the bank.

Guinness unveils ultra-modern head office in Lagos
SEUN PETERS

Guinness Nigeria Plc,
a subsidiary of Diageo
Plc and the foremost total
beverage alcohol company in Nigeria, opened its
new state-of-the-art headquarters in Ogba, Lagos, a
modern space designed to
bring to life the company’s
purpose of ‘celebrating
life, everyday everywhere’.
The opening of the
new office space which
coincided with the 72nd
anniversary of the organization, is part of the efforts of the organisation to
develop newer and more
strategic ways of working,
enhance collaboration
and productivity, promote
creativity and sustain its
business operations in the
country.

During the ceremony,
the Board Chair, Guinness
Nigeria Plc., Dr. Omobola
Johnson noted that the
new headquarters’ aims
to create an environment
where all employees and
even stakeholders, feel
included and able to perform at their best.
“We recognise our employees’ needs, especially
after working remotely for
so long, so we have created a modern and agile
workspace designed for
maximum connectivity,
collaboration and connection in line with the new
world of work,” Johnson
said.
The open plan workspace features bright, colourful and multi-functional spaces with stateof-the art technology, and

embraces leading sustainability practices as well
as the company’s commitment to inclusion and
diversity.
Managing Director,
Guinness Nigeria Plc,
Baker Magunda revealed
at the office opening ceremony that the initiative
reaffirms the organisation’s commitment to its
drive towards sustaining
its long-term business
goals in the country.
“The new office opening reestablishes Guinness Nigeria as a forwardthinking organization.
We remain committed
to developing capacity
to grow our brands and
optimize performance to
cater to the needs of our
consumers while creating
the right environment for

HEALTH

ABCHEALTH, UNAIDS sign partnership MOU
for Improved Healthcare industry in Africa
SEUN PETERS

The Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/
AIDS (UNAIDS) and the
African Business Coalition
for Health (ABCHealth)
have signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) to partner on joint
initiatives that will improve access to quality
healthcare across Africa.
The MoU was signed
by Dr. Erasmus Morah,
UNAIDS Country Director
and Dr. Mories Atoki, ABCHealth Chief Executive
Officer on Thursday, May
@moneycentral4

5, 2022, in Lagos Nigeria.
It covers the areas of cooperation which capture UNAIDS’ strategic priorities
as articulated in its Global
AIDS Strategy 2021-2026
as well as ABCHealth’s
strategic priority of leveraging partnerships to drive
sustainable development
in Africa’s health space.
M r. A i g b o j e A i g Imoukhuede, Chairman of
the African Business Coalition for Health and Founder and Chairman, Coronation Capital Limited, spoke
about the partnership; “Af-

moneycentralng

rica’s healthcare systems
demand significant investments to meet the needs of
their growing populations,
changing patterns of diseases and the internationally agreed development
goals. Governments alone
cannot carry the burden;
the continent’s private sector must play a role and for
us to achieve significant
impact, the actions must
be cohesive. Our coalition
of businesses will continue
to foster strategic alliances
like this to address the
health challenges the con-
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MTN, Airtel Payment Service Bank
permit to unlock N2trn opportunity

35m unbanked Nigerians own mobile phones Banks to lose customers to Telco’s
JESSICA MAURICE

have an edge over the banks.
“I think we need to put this in
the context of Telcos customer
base, which outstrips any bank

The approval in principle for
payment service bank licenses
granted by the Central Bank of
Nigeria (CBN) to the two major
telecommunications firms, MTN
Nigeria and Airtel Africa should
help to unlock a N2 trillion revenue opportunity for the Telcos.
A payment Service Bank is
an institution, licensed by the
Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN)
to leverage on mobile and digital
channels to enhance financial
inclusion and stimulate economic activities at the grassroots
through the provision of financial services.
The key objective of setting
up PSBs is to enhance financial
inclusion by increasing access
to deposit products and payment/remittance services to
small businesses, low income
households and other financially excluded entities through
high-volume, low-value transactions in a secured technology
driven environment.
This is exactly where the telecommunications companies

0.06%

NGX 30
1,746.84

0.02%

of non-funded revenue over the
past few years and which have
Continues on page 14
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Unity Bank’s profit
jumps on recovery in
loss expense
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Custodian Investment
reports profitable
underwriting for Q3
Pg. 10
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Mutual Benefit slides
on N5.51bn Q3 fair
value loss
Pg. 11
NEWS

NIMASA issues
advisory to forestall
maritime threats,
stowaways
Pg. 14
L-R: Ekiti State Governor, Dr Kayode Fayemi; Minister of Works and Housing, Babatunde Raji Fasola (SAN);
Director, Government Relations, BUA, Dr Aniyi Hong, and Board Chairman, Globus Bank, Peter Amangbo,
at the Nigerian Institute of Medical Research Foundation launching and fundraising in Lagos, on Thursday.
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in Nigeria and the prospect for
cannibalising bank’s mobile
and USSD payment channels,
which have been a major source
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Tony Elumelu Foundation to announce 2021 TEF entrepreneurship programme beneficiaries on November 12
… Nearly 5,000 African entrepreneurs from across all 54 African countries to benefit …will receive TEF seed capital funding of $5000
SEUN PETERS

The Tony Elumelu Foundation (TEF), the leading philanthropy empowering young

moneycentral

African entrepreneurs, will announce the beneficiaries of the
2021 TEF Entrepreneurship Programme at the official Selection
Announcement event holding in

moneycentralng

Lagos, and streaming live online,
on November 12, 2021.
The ground-breaking hybrid
event will unveil 4,800 African
entrepreneurs chosen from all

54 African countries who will
be joining the 2021 cohort of
the Foundation’s annual programme.
Every year on January 1st, the

@moneycentral4

Tony Elumelu Foundation opens
its application portal to African
entrepreneurs with businesses
Continues on page 14
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AIICO Insurance posts record profit above
N4 billion on sale of subsidiary

AIICO Insurance Plc made a
profit of N4.73 billion in the first
quarter 0f 2022, by far the best
results in its history as the insurer
benefitted from the sale of its pension business.
There was an improvement in underwriting results achieved through
disciplined underwriting across all
business segments, strong revenue
growth, and reduction in expense
ratio that means the largest listed
insurer by total assets earns more in
premium than claims it pays.
Net income surged by 207.14 percent to N4.73 billion in March 2022
from N1.54 billion as at March 2021.
The growth in profit was due to a
N3.38 billion proceeds from the sale
of its pension business.
The insurer sold AIICO Pension Managers to FCMB Pensions
Limited for a consideration of N4.06
billion to concentrate more on its
core business.
Combined ratio improved to
94.63 percent in March 2022 from
107.66 percent the previous year.
It posted real underwriting results
of N905.70 million as at March 2021,
and that compares with a negative
result of N1.08 billion the previous
year.
The combined ratio is typically
expressed as a percentage. A ratio
below 100 percent indicates that the
company is making an underwriting
profit, but even if the combined ratio
is above 100 percent, a company can
potentially still be profitable because
the ratio does not include investment
income.
The gradual improvement in

the yield environment is a boon for
AIICO Insurance as income from
fixed income securities increased
by 35.66 percent to N3.69 billion as
at March 202, which also supported
profit growth.
Committed to its mandate and
obligations, AIICO Insurance has
continued to provide succour to

policyholders as it paid a whopping
N11.08 billion in the first quarter of
2022.
While it considers a variety of
metrics when assessing the quality of
its services, for a lot of its customers,
especially retirees, paying claims and
benefits when they are due is often
the key determinant of the quality

of their experience.
The insurer is spending less on
claims expenses to generate premium income as claims ratio fell to
65.65 percent in the period under
review from 77.37 percent the previous year.
Total expense ratio reduced to
28.95 percent in the period under

review from 30.28 percent the previous year; thanks to control measures
put in place by the management and
board of directors.
Analysis of AIICO Insurance
revenue line shows both Life and
Non-Life segments were the major
driver of growth as Life insurers have
benefited from rising bond yields
and low mortality rates ever since
the coronavirus pandemic slowed
down on its rage
Gross premium written (GPW)
was up 25.41 percent to N24.66
billion in March 2022 from N19.69
billion the previous year.
A breakdown of top line (GPW)
shows gross premium from Life (Individual and Group) spiked by 20.97
percent to N14.71 billion as at March
2022. The insurer posted a profit of
N2.86 billion from the Life segment,
which is 115.90 percent higher than
2020’s N1.32 billion.
Premium income from NonLife business increased by 24.46
percent to N8.75 billion in the
period under review from N4.34
billion the previous year. Profit
from the segment surged by 308.64
percent to N1.51 billion in March
2022 from N38.41 million as at
March 2021.
AIICO Insurance is a leading
composite insurer in Nigeria with a
record of accomplishment of serving its clients that dates back over 50
years. Founded in 1963,
AIICO provides life, health, general and investment management
services to create and protect wealth
for individuals, families, and corporate customers.

FBNInsurance returns to positive underwriting results amid mounting obligations
FBNInsurance Limited has returned to positive underwriting
results despite mounting obligations
brought on by pent up demand for
claims and inflationary pressures,
but net income dipped due to net fair
value loss on financial assets.
The insurer has been able to
maintain efficient underwriting capacity that enables it to take on big
ticket transactions, and there is no
threat to the going concerns.
A strong balance sheet and solid
earnings and uptick in investment
returns makes the insurer’s financial results increasingly resilient to
macroeconomic uncertainties and
produce superior returns for our
shareholders.
The 2021 audited financial statement of FBNInsurance showed it

posted underwriting profit of N37.73
billion, and that compared to a loss of
N19.99 billion as at December 2020.
The improvement in underwriting results was largely driven by
N19.47 billion in changes in long
term insurance contracts, which
resulted in a 91.57 percent reduction
in total non-underwriting expenses.
Drilling down the numbers
shows the combined ratio which
stood at 74.71 percent is higher than
2020’s 57.23 percent, according to
calculations by MoneyCentral.
The combined ratio is typically
expressed as a percentage. A ratio
below 100 percent indicates that the
company is making an underwriting
profit, while a ratio above 100 percent
means that it is paying out more
money in claims that it is receiving

moneycentral

from premiums.
While there has been an improvement in underwriting results, net
income reduced by 51.04 percent to
N4.83 billion as at December 2021.
The sharp fall in profit was due to

moneycentralng
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net fair value loss of N37.92 billion,
from a gain of N25.41 billion the
previous year.
FBNInsurance paid N17.94 billion to its policyholders in 2021,
which is 49.37 percent higher than
2020’s N12.01 billion.
Claims ratio increased to 42.55
percent in the period under review
from 28.15 percent in 2020.
Fair value loss on financial assets
and rising claims have squeezed
profit margins of insurers in Nigeria, despite increases in investment
income on the back of gradual improvement in bond yields.
Financial assets held at fair value
through profit or loss comprise assets
held for trading and those financial
assets designated as being held at fair
value through profit or loss.
moneycentralng

“Because of bond yields were
high at the end of last, a lot of them
had to book market losses on their
existing bond investments,” said an
industry analyst who doesn’t want
his name mentioned.
“It’s payback time because they
had made gains on those same
investment securities in 2020 when
interest rates went down,” said the
analysts.
Nigeria 10Y Bond Yield was 11.84
percent on Thursday May 5, according to over-the-counter interbank
yield quotes for this government
bond maturity.
The benign yield environment is
a boon for FBNInsurance as investment income spiked by 11 percent to
N11.28 billion in 2021 from N10.16
billion as at March 2020.
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MD Villa Sur Rive Hotels decries Owerri’s loss of night life
SABY ELEMBA, Owerri

Wi t h i t s c e nt ra l i t y
among cities such as Aba,
Umuahia, Onitsha and
Port Harcourt which could
be reached in one hour
or two, and with over 300
standard hotels, Owerri,
the Imo State capital which
was adjudged the hub of
nightlife and hospitality
has lost its status.
Consequently, it will
be an illusion to still claim
that nightlife and night
activities are booming in
Owerri unlike what was
obtainable in the past,
which could be linked to

the prevailing security
challenges in the State.
“ Nightlife is no longer
booming in Owerri because of insecurity, even
the sit-at-home issue in
the State and South East
generally, prevents people
from going out at night
to patronise the hotels.
So nightlife has gone,”
Prince Nnadozie Udeh,
the managing director
and chief executive officer
(MD/CEO), Villa Sur Rive
Hotels, said in an exclusive
interview.
Nnadozie, whose Villa
Sur Rive hotels, Owerri

branch is in a three-star
category said, “I remember when I opened this
hotel newly, things were

INFRASTRUCTURE

OBI MADUKA

Cargo and Passenger Airport
Umueri and International Convention Center Awka viable,
and will review local government administration laws, calling for input from all quarters.
He recalled that in his
manifesto, he promised to
plant one million palm trees,
and expressed his administration’s readiness to partner
with communities to provide
lands for the project, urging
communities to indicate interest in the project between
now and next week.

Speaking on existing street
light projects, Governor Soludo
revealed that his administration will start to systematically
replace the street lights with
solar lights, stressing that ideally, communities should have
their plan of management.
Fielding questions from
participants, the State Commissioner for Agriculture, Dr.
Foster Ifejiofor assured that
the Soludo administration is
committed to helping communities in food production.
Contributing, the State
Commissioner for Local Government, Chieftaincy and
Community Affairs, Mr Collins
Nwabunwanne, said the present administration is working on documents that will
streamline functions of Traditional rulers and Presidentsgeneral, among other things.

EDUCATION

Nnamdi Kanu: Court will decide his fate, Buhari tells Igbo leaders
OBI MADUKA

Hopes of a political solution to the plight of the
detained leader of the Indigenous Peoples of Biafra
(IPOB), Nnamdi Kanu, were
dashed when President Muhammadu Buhari on Friday
told Southeast leaders that the
court will determine his fate.
He stated this during a
meeting with leaders from
the region at the New Government House Abakaliki,
capital of the State.
The President was reacting to a demand by leaders
of the region who pleaded
with him to release Kanu
and Igbo other youths in detention across the country.
Southeast leaders at the
meeting demanded the immediate release of Kanu
from the President.

‘We don’t have bandits in Enugu’ – PDP
Guber aspirants reply Ekweremadu

OBI MADUKA

OBI MADUKA

Anyaso

of the Governor, Akanu
Ibiam Lodge (New Governor’s Lodge), Ebonyi
House (Governor’s Office),
Light Tunnel Flyover and
the Ebonyi Shopping Mall.
Mr Buhari said the
ownership of the university was on and “will be
concluded soon.”
On Mr Umahi’s request
for the federal government
to buy airport equipment
valued at N10 billion, the
president said he would
find out the position of the
Ministry of Aviation on it.

Gubernatorial aspirants of
the Peoples Democratic Party,
PDP, in Enugu East Senatorial
district have responded to the
alarm raised by Senator Ike
Ekweremadu over alleged political violence in Enugu State.
Ekweremadu, who spoke
through his campaign organization, at a press briefing on
Friday, called on the police to
arrest the situation.
However, guber aspirants
from Enugu East zone have told
the Senator that there were no
bandits in the party’s politics.
The aspirants from Enugu
East Senatorial district, represented by Denge Josef-Ken
Onoh, in a statement, Friday
evening, described all the allegations by the Ekweremadu
campaign group as falsehood.
Onoh in the statement said:
“This conference is a unification and a show of solidarity among ourselves to drive
home the acceptability and

moneycentral
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The leaders made the
plea in an address during the
meeting with the President
at the Executive Council
Chambers, New Government House Abakaliki, capital of Ebonyi state.
Chairman of Southeast
Traditional Rulers Council,
Eze Charles Mkpuma read
the address.
He said: “We plead with
you to temper Justice with
mercy in the case of our son
Nnamdi Kanu.”
Eze Mkpuma said the
leaders have started discussion with all aggrieved groups
and persons with a view to
getting all of them to come to
a roundtable discussion for
an amicable resolution so that
peace will return to the region.
The leaders commended
the President for construction

of second Niger Bridge, Akanu
Bbiam Airport and many federal roads in the region.
He also asked for the
President’s support for the
southeast to produce the
next president.
With Buhari’s emphatic
position on the matter, hopes
of political solution on the
case have been effectively
closed. Expectations were
high on the reprieve for the
IPOB leader when elder
statesman, and First Republic Minister for Aviation, Chief
Mbazulike Amechi, appealed
to the armed groups in the
south east to withdraw the sitat-home directive they had
issued over the president’s
two-day visit to Ebonyi State,
assuring them that Nnamdi
Kanu issue would be tabled
at the visit.

ENERGY

POLITICS

FG takes over Ebonyi medical
sciences University
President Muhammadu
Buhari on Thursday said
the federal government
would take over the management of the University of Medical Sciences in
Uburu, Ebonyi State.
Mr Buhari stated this at
a dinner held in his honour in Abakaliki, the state
capital.
This was contained in
a statement by the president’s spokesperson, Femi
Adesina.
The president arrived in
the South-east state earlier
on Thursday, on a two-day
visit.
Before the dinner, he
had inaugurated some
projects built by the administration of Governor
Dave Umahi.
The projects include the
Office Complex of the Wife

life and property.
“Government has to
come in to see areas it will
assist, especially in terms
of security, put street
lights and people will
once again enjoy nightlife
.No business will survive
without adequate security
of life and property, let
Owerri go back to what
it used to be about seven
years ago. Owerri is the
tourist hub of the South
East, if there is a conducive environment nightlife will be back again and
the hotel business will
flourish,” Prince Ude said.

LEGAL

Anambra Govt opens window for N25m
community choose your project initiative
The Anambra State Government has called on communities in the state with
interest in the twenty-five
million naira (N25m) community-choose-your-project
initiative to step forward.
Governor Soludo, who made
the call during his dialogue
with Anambra community
leaders at Professor Dora
Akunyili Women Development Center Awka, explained
that interested communities
have between now and July to
indicate interest, and encouraged various communities to
think outside the box on their
priorities; in a way that larger
number of community members will be involved.
He also pointed out that his
administration will try to make
the Anambra International

good, people used to
come here by 3:00 am after clubbing, to come and
lodge but now you cannot

see such things.It does not
exist any more.”
He stated that night
activities in the hotels were
some of the means the
hotels used to earn some
funds through patronage
from customers and lodgers but such activities are
no more and the funds that
could be raised from such
could not come again.
He went further to say
that for nightlife to resurrect and activities to boom
in Owerri like it used to
be in the recent past, the
government must assume
its responsibility to protect

agreement of the people of
Enugu state on power rotation
and zoning of the common
political position of Governorship of the state. Our coming
together is to stress our commitment for a peaceful transition process in the state and its
dividends of good governance,
security and welfare of the
people of Enugu state, who
are the ultimate beneficiaries
of every good administration.
“We wish to acknowledge
the pragmatic leadership of
the Governor of Enugu State,
Rt. Hon. Ifeanyi Ugwuanyi,
who has been doing all his
best to position Enugu state as
the most peaceful and secured
state in the country, despite attempts by a few uncooperative
ones to dress the state in a bad
stead. We are behind Governor Ugwuanyi in these trying
times and wish him divine
intervention in the process of
the people of Enugu state to
choose who becomes their
next administrator after him.
@moneycentral4
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Imo loses out as Supreme Court resolves
ownership of 17 oil wells in favour of Rivers
OBI MADUKA

The Supreme Court on
Friday in Abuja resolved
the ownership dispute of
17 oil wells in favour of
Rivers State, leaving Imo
State down and out.
In a landmark judgment prepared by Justice
Heleen Ogunwumiju but
delivered by Justice Emmanuel Agim, the apex
court dismissed the counterclaim to ownership put
forward by the Imo State
Government.
The oil wells are located
in the territory of Rivers
and Imo states. At the time
of this report, detailed
judgment had yet to be
made available to parties
in the dispute.
Details of the judgment
will clearly show how the
apex court arrived at its
well-considered judg-

ment.
With the judgment, Imo
has exhausted the last
available judicial window
of appeal in the matter of
the controversial 17 oil
wells, which has been discharged by the apex court
in the land.
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Ortom urges Presidential aspirant, Bala Mohammed
to work in harmony with co-aspirants
GEORGE KAJO, Makurdi
Governor Samuel Ortom
of Benue State has urged presidential aspirants on the platform of the Peoples Democratic
Party (PDP) to maintain peace
and harmony among them as
they carry on with their consultation to various stakeholders
across the country.
Playing host to one of the
visiting presidential aspirant and governor of Bauchi
state, Bala Mohammed at
the Benue People’s House,
Makurdi on Friday, governor
Ortom stated that, as qualified
as all of them were with the
requisite experience to lead
the country, only one would
be picked with the rest teaming up with the candidate to
ensure that the PDP wins the
election next year.

The Governor maintained
that the PDP has the task to
take Nigeria from the failed
APC and rebuild it, stressing
that members of the PDP have
a joint responsibility of ensuring unity among them.

He said he can attest to the
capacity of the former FCT
Minister having worked with
him as a cabinet member in
the Federal Executive Council
to develop the country.
Earlier, Governor Bala Mo-

hammed stated that owing
to the maladministration of
Nigeria by the current administration, Nigeria has been
polarised along ethnic and
religious lines and requires a
bridge builder of his kind to
pull the country together.
Governor Mohammed
assured that if given the mandate, he would work with
the state Governments to
tackle security and other development challenges that the
country was facing.
At the PDP state Secretariat, the former FCT Minister, told the State Working
Committee that he has what
it takes to drive the country
forward and urged delegates
to consider and cast their
votes for him to emerge as
presidential flag bearer in next
year’s general election.

OJOMA YUSUF, Yola

The vice president Yemi
Osinbanjo in his visit to
Taraba and Adamawa has
said if given the opportunity to rule Nigeria, he would
serve from his heart with
his wealth of experience.
Osinbanjo speaking
during his visit to Taraba
and Adamawa according
to the statement signed
by his Senior Special Assistant to Vice president on
Media and Publicity Laolu
Akande said :
“After one has been in
office for 7 years, I know
that God did not give me
the opportunity so I will
sit down somewhere and
write the history of my

NATHANIEL GBAORON, Lafia

KAJO MARTINS, Makurdi

cover93kilometresandwouldbe
completed and commissioned
before the end of his tenure.
He advised the people to
takeownershipoftheprojectsin
their domains by ensuring that
they support the contractor and
protect the equipment as well
as materials from being stolen.
The Contractor, Engineer
Michael Vaatia expressed
appreciation to Governor
Samuel Ortom for his deliberate policy of encouraging
indigenous contractors and
assured that he would execute
the project to specifications.
Earlier, President General
of Saghev Development Association (SDA), Mr. Amande
Tsea said residents of the
affected communities would
not forget in a hurry what the
Governor has done for them
by undertaking the construction of the road.

CRIME

Fourteen suspecteed robbers
arrested by Adamawa State Police
OJOMA YUSUF, Yola

Umar Inusa, 20, Muhammad
Umar, 20, Yau Abdulkarim, 19,
Adamu Gaya, 20 and Abubakar Yusuf, 22. Others include;
Husseina Ibrahim, 40, Umar
Adamu, 22, Adamu Usman,
28, Hassan Adamu, 20, Mustapha Isa , 53, all residents of

The First Class Traditional
Ruler of Egbura People in Nasarawa State HRH Alh. Usman
Abdullahi and the Speaker, Nasarawa state House of Assembly have recently attended the
Eid-el - Fitr prayer with their
people in Umaisha, Toto Local
Government Area of the State.
The Two Unit prayer was
held at Umaisha Central Eid.
Ground was led by the Chief
Imam of the area who is the
Khadi Sheriah Court of Appeal Lafia Justice Mohammed
Yahaya Usman, who prayed for
peace, unity and progress of the
state and country in general.
The Imam of Umaisha advised the people on the need to
sustain peace and unity being
enjoyed in the area as well as
support for one another especially the well to do in the society
to the less privileged ones to give
them a sense of belonging.
As it is a tradition among
the people, they all gathered
at the Royal Father’s Palace to
pay Homage to the traditional
ruler Alh. Usman Abdullahi appreciated the Speaker
Balarabe Abdullahi and other
prominent Sons and Daughvarious addresses.
A statement by the image
maker of the command,The
Adamawa State Police
Spokesperson DSP Suleiman
Yahaya Nguroje, made available said that the suspects
had confessed to robbery and
rustling 34 cattle.
“The suspects during interrogation confessed committing offences of House to
House robberies within Yola
North and South LGAs and
rustling 34 cows among others,” Nguroje added.
The Commissioner of Police, S.K Akande, has assured
the good people of the state of
sustained efforts towards fighting crime, improving public
safety and security across the
moneycentral
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service as vice president.
“ It is for the purpose
of serving the people,and
that is why I am so determined that God gives me
the opportunity to serve,
the Nigeria people would
realise indeed what they
have done by putting me
in office because I would
serve the country with
everything,with my heart
and commitment.”

POLITICS

Ortom Flag’s off N1.5bn construction of Nasarawa Speaker, Ohimege Opanda attends Eid,
39km road in Guma Local Government Prayer in Umaisha, preaches peace and unity

No fewer than 14 suspects
have been apprehended by the
operativesoftheAdamawastate
command for house-to-house
robbery in Yola North and Yola
SouthLocalGovernmentAreas.
The operatives of the command
alsorecovered1Audivehicle,six
(6)computersets,2TVsets,hard
drugs among others.
They are; Awal Inusa,
18, Abdul Bakari, 32, Saidu
Umaru, 22, Buba Bakari, 20,

I am the right person for Nigeria says
Osinbanjo during visit to Adamawa

POLITICS

INFRASTRUCTURE

Benue State Government
has earmarked N1.5 billion for
the construction of Tse GbindeFada-Wergba road in Saghev
Council ward of Guma Local
Government Area of the state.
The road which links
Guma and Logo Local Government Areas of the state,
according to the governor, is in
line with the philosophy of his
administration to stimulate
rural development.
Governor Samuel Ortom
made this known on Monday,
when he flagged off construction work at Tse Utam, stating
that the road, which covers
39 kilometers has five major
bridges, several box culverts as
well as rings and pipe culverts.
He said the Government has
tocoughouttheamountdespite
paucity of funds because of the
desire of his administration to
open up rural roads to enhance
security and economic well
being of the people around the
communities there.
GovernorOrtomassuredthat
the road together with the Tomatar-Agenke-Tse Ginde road,
whichhadearlierbeenflaggedoff

POLITICS

ters of the area for coming
home to celebrate with their
people and tasked them on
peace and unity considering
its impact in the society as well
as the need to be security conscious and embrace farming,
fishing and trading that they
are known for.
The Royal Father commended Governor Abdullahi Sule and Speaker Balarabe
Abdullahi for their leadership
qualities in the State and developmental strides in the area.
In his Speech, the Speaker
Balarabe Abdullahi who went
down memory lane said the
leadership of Ohimege Opanda has brought tremendous
progress, peace and stability in the area and called for
more support and prayers for
the Monarch to build on the
solid foundation he has put
in place.
state in the year 2022.”
According to him, the command’s operatives attached to
State CID and Crack squad,
during the week disconnected
a network of organized crime
and apprehended 14 suspects.
He equally directed all the
DPOs to intensity intelligence
led- policing, sustain collaboration with the public as well
as dominate the public space
so as to prevent hoodlums
from re-grouping anywhere
within the state. CP Akande
commended the operatives
of the command for collaborating with members of the
public in preventing the criminals from escaping arrest and
assured that persons apprehended will be prosecuted.
@moneycentral4

Northern Group berates Saraki, Lai
Muhammed over Gov. AbdulRasaq
ABDULWAHEED OLAYINKA
ADUBI, Kaduna
A northern group under
the auspices of Arewa Solidarity Group (ASG), has berated
the immediate past Senate
President, Bukola Saraki and
the Minister of Information,
Lai Muhammed over the forthcoming general elections.
The group said, even the
ardent critics of Gov. AbdulRahamanAbdulRasaqcanattestto
the fact that the Governor is doing excellently well in the state.
While addressing Journalists in Abuja on Wednesday, the
leader of the group, Isa Ahmed
explained that the coming
electioneering campaign will
be issues based, adding that
the Governor’s performance

has scored him high.
Ahmed, while speaking, also
said that the opposition camps
led by Bukola Saraki and Lai Muhammeddonothavethepolitical
sterminaltowithstandtheGovernor going by his performances.
” The Kwarans are wise and
they are monitoring the progress recorded in the state in the
last three years of AbdulRasaq’s
administration which has
brought about development in
all aspects of governance.
” So, Saraki and Lai Muhammed should not think of
having any of their stooges in
the affairs of the state come
2023. The era of dictatorship
is gone, and the electorate are
satisfied with the performances of Governor AbdulRasaq in
the state,” Ahmed said.

EDUCATION

Garba takes over as Vice Chancellor
Sokoto State University
ABDULFATAI ABDULSALAMI,
Sokoto

Professor Bashir Garba,
MFR, has assumed duty and
taken over as the new ViceChancellor of the Sokoto State
University, Sokoto (SSU),
from Professor Sani Mohammed Dangoggo, whose five
years tenure has come to an
end on May 5, 2022.
This was announced in a
statement signed and issued
to newsmen by the Spokesperson of the University,
Zayyanu Shehu.
The statement added that
the handing over ceremony
took place on Thursday, 5th
May, 2022, at the Umaru Ali
Shinkafi Senate Building of
the University.
Prof. Bashir Garba was on
Tuesday, 26th April, 2022, ap-
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pointed Vice-Chancellor by
the Visitor to the University,
Rt. Hon. Aminu Waziri Tambuwal, CFR (Mutawallen
Sokoto), Governor, Sokoto
state, following the recommendation of the University
Governing Council.
While taking over the
mantle of leadership, the
new Vice-Chancellor expressed his willingness to
further make the University
an enviable institution by
consolidating on the solid
foundation laid by his predecessors.
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Akande: South West has resolved to
produce next President
SEUN PETERS

As the 2023 presidential
race thickens, the Southwest caucus of the All Progressives Congress, (APC)
has resolved to produce
the party’s candidate for
the election.
The pioneer National
Chairman of the party and
former governor of Osun
State, Chief Bisi Akande,
said this at the party’s
South West leaders’ meeting held in Lagos Friday.
At the South West APC
Presidential aspirants,
and stakeholders’ meet-

ing held at Lagos House,
Marina, Akande said, “The

Ekiti prince to die by hanging for killing monarch

2023: Ex-Ogun gov, Amosun,
declares for president
Former Governor of
Ogun State and serving
senator, Ibikunle Amosun,
has officially joined the All
Progressives Congress (APC)
presidential race.
Mr Amosun, who represents Ogun Central Senatorial District, declared his
interest to join the race at
the Yar’Adua Centre, Abuja,
on Thursday.
In his declaration speech,
Mr Amosun said his campaign will be on two pillars,
national security and economic development.
Mr Amosun, who was the
governor of Ogun State from
2011 to 2019, is the third candidate from the state to join
the race. The others are Vice
President Yemi Osinbajo and
Tunde Bakare, a pastor.
Ogun is the home state
of former President Olusegun Obasanjo and former
Chairman of Interim National Government, Ernest
Shonekan.
Aside from his kinsmen
from Ogun, Mr Amosun will
have to battle other contenders from the South-west;
Bola Tinubu and Kayode
Fayemi.
Interestingly, Mr Fayemi,
who formally declared for
president on Wednesday,
attended Mr Amosun’s declaration, perhaps to reciprocate the former Ogun governor’s gesture.
Mr Amosun had attended
Mr Fayemi’s declaration on
Wednesday.
Aside from the contenders from the South-west,
other contenders for the APC
ticket include a former Senate President, Ken Nnamani,
State Minister for Education,
Emeka Nwajiuba, Labour
and Employment Minister,
Chris Ngige, former Imo
governor, Rochas Okorocha, Governor Dave Umahi

State, Dr. Kayode Fayemi
, and Senator Ibikunle
Amosun.
Other stakeholders in
attendance include, the
Speaker House of Representatives Rt. Hon. Femi
Gbajabiamila, Governors
Gboyega Oyetola, Dapo
Abiodun, Rotimi Akeredolu, and Babajide SanwoOlu.
Also present at the
meeting were Minister of
Works and Housing, Mr.
Babatunde Fashola, Minister of Interior, Ogbeni
Rauf Aregbesola, former

CRIME

POLITICS

AKIN AKINBOBOLA

stakeholders had a fruitful, mutual deliberation.

We are united as we will
ensure that the presidency
of the Federal Republic of
Nigeria will come to the
South .We also resolved
that everybody should
maintain absolute decorum. Thank you no questions. “
The meeting, which was
held behind closed doors,
lasted for over two hours.
The APC aspirants present
at the meeting include,
Vice President Yemi Osinbajo, National Leader of
APC, Asiwaju Bola Ahmed
Tinubu, Governor of Ekiti

SEUN PETERS

of Ebonyi State and former
Abia governor and serving
senator, Orji Uzor Kalu. They
are all from the South-east.
In addition, Minister
of Transportation, Rotimi
Amaechi, Governor Ben
Ayade of Cross River, former Governor Adams Oshiomhole of Edo State, and
Minister of Niger Delta Affairs, Godswill Akpabio, are
the candidates from Southsouth, while Governor Yahaya Bello of Kogi State and
Governor Abubakar Badaru
of Jigawa State are from
North-central and Northwest zones, respectively.
Mr Amosun stated that
apart from national security
and economic development,
other sectors he will focus on
if elected include healthcare,
education, agriculture and
food security, infrastructural
rural and urban development, technology, innovation and digital economy,
and nation-building.
He promised to transform the country within four
years with “unprecedented
investment” in human security.
“Guided by the unprecedented investment in human
security, the integration of the
eight areas of this carefully
planned agenda for national
reawakening will, within four
years, unleash unparalleled
human resources that will
make Nigeria proud of their
motherland.
“It bears repeating that
Nigeria has the required
manpower, both at home
and abroad to accomplish
this agenda. Under my leadership, we will mobilise Nigeria’s immense human
and natural resources to
rebuild our education sector,
healthcare, infrastructure,
including electricity, roads
and water supply,” Mr Amosun said.

An Ekiti State High
Court, Ado Ekiti Division, has sentenced a
42-year-old prince, Ademola Omoniyi, to death
by hanging for killing the
traditional ruler of his
community.
Omoniyi was arraigned
on one count of murder
contrary to Section 316
and punishable under
Section 319 of the Criminal
Code, Cap. C16, Laws of
Ekiti State of Nigeria, 2012.

The charge read, “Ademola Stephen Omoniyi on
August 20, 2018, at Odo Oro
Ekiti in the Ikole Ekiti Judicial Division, murdered His
Royal Majesty, Oba Gbadebo Ibitoye Olowoselu ll,
the Onise of Odo Oro Ekiti
in the Ikole Local Government Area of Ekiti State.”
A chief who testified
before the court said,
“We were at the palace on
that day for the Onise-inCouncil meeting around
7am. Before the commencement of the meet-
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To prove his case, the
state counsel, Adegboyega
Morakinyo, called five witnesses and tendered a
medical report, statements
of the convict, a knife and
a rope, among others, as
exhibits, while the convict
spoke through his counsel,
Tope Salami, and called no
witness.
In his judgment, Justice
Olukayode Ogundana dispelled the claim that the
defendant was insane.
“Consequently, the defendant, Omoniyi Ademola Stephen, is hereby
sentenced to death and
shall be hanged until he
breathes his last,” the
judge added.

CRIME

Ogun elders Advisory Council gives
nod to Abiodun’s second term bid
Thesecondterminoffice aspiration of the Ogun State Governor, Dapo Abiodun, received
a boost as the Governor’s Elders
Advisory Council, officially endorsed his second term bid.
Giving the position of the
Council, its chairman, Chief
Oluleye Okuboyejo, in a proclamation he read at the Oba’s
Complex, Oke-Mosan, Abeokuta, particularly commended
the governor for the increase
in the ease of doing business
index, which according to him
has significantly increased
investment in the state.
Okuboyejo added that
Abiodun in the last three years
had proved himself to be a
great marketer of the state,
noting that “his marketing
acumen is responsible for the
rise of the state’s internally
generated revenue”.
He further noted that since
the inception of the current
administration in the state,
Governor Abiodun has been
methodical in fashioning the
policy agenda around ‘ISEYA’,
saying that “the smooth delivery of the social contract

ing, Ademola Omoniyi
entered the palace and sat
on kabiyesi’s seat, but the
chiefs frowned on his action and drove him away.
“After the meeting, the
late Onise, in the company of his male clerk, was
trekking back to the main
palace when Ademola
came out of his hiding
and attacked Kabiyesi with
a knife on the road and
stabbed him to death. Before that day, he had been
parading himself as the
king of the town.”

Governor of Ogun State,
Otunba Gbenga Daniel
and National Secretary
of the party Chief Iyiola
Omisore.
Aspirants not present
at the meeting include,
Pastor Tunde Bakare and
former Speaker House of
Representatives, Rt. Hon.
Dimeji Bankole.
Chief Bisi Akande and
Aremo Olusegun Osoba
had called the meeting last
week to meet presidential
aspirants under the APC
platform from the South
West.

elements which could be
seen across the state have
even been applauded by the
governor’s ardent critics.
“We publicly endorse the
second term ambition of our
indefatigable governor.
“Having been sworn in on
Wednesday, 29th May, 2019 as
the governor and the current
tenure will lapse on Sunday,
28th May, 2023.
“The government under
your watch is methodical in
fashioning the policy agenda
around ‘ISEYA’, the delivery of
this social contract element
has been applauded even by
your ardent critics. “We cannot
but commend the increase in
ease of doing business index
that has significantly boosted
foreign and indigenous investment in our state.
@moneycentral4
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Ticket to heaven: Ekiti court
grants arraigned cleric bail
SEUN PETERS
An Ekiti State Chief Magistrates’ Court in Ado Ekiti
District has granted bail to
one Pastor Noah Abraham
of Christ High Commission
Ministry, who was arraigned
for allegedly asking church
members to pay N310,000
to qualify for rapture.
The defendant, who recently relocated from Kaduna State to a camp at the
Omuo Oke Ekiti area in Ekiti
State, was arraigned on one
count of false pretense and
intent to defraud.
The charge reads, “That
you, Pastor Noah Abraham
on 27th April, 2022 at Omuo
Oke Ekiti in Omuo Magisterial District, did by false
pretence and intent to defraud, presented yourself to
your congregation at Christ
High Commission Ministry
as capable of taking them to
heaven before rapture, upon
payment of money ranging
from N300,000 to N310,000.
“The offence contravenes
Section 416 of the Criminal

law of Ekiti State, 2012.
When the charge was
read, interpreted and explained to the cleric, he said
he understood the charge
but pleaded not guilty.
His counsel, Adunni Olanipekun, prayed the court to
grant his client bail, saying
he was ready to provide reliable surety or sureties and
ensure his availability in
court until determination of
the case.
The police prosecutor,
Inspector Johnson Okunade, did not oppose the bail
application, but urged the
court to exercise its discretion in granting or refusing
the bail.
In his ruling, the magistrate, Titilola Olaolorun,
granted bail to the defendant
in the sum N100,000 with
two sureties in the like sum,
adding that the sureties must
possess Nigerian National
Identity Card.
Olaolorun adjourned the
matter till May 24, 2022 for
mention.
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Chelsea confirm Todd Boehly’s
£4.25bn takeover bid

After a lengthy bidding
process involving several
groups, Chelsea have finally
confirmed that terms have
been agreed upon by Los Angeles Dodgers co-owner, Todd
Boehly, to acquire the London
club from Roman Abramovich
owner in a deal worth £4.25
billion ($5.2 billion).
Boehly and his fellow investors were picked by Raine
Group, the New York bank
overseeing Chelsea’s sale.
The American billionaire
has finalised terms to buy
Chelsea football club along
with his partners Clearlake
Capital, Mark Walter and
Hansjorg Wyss. The deal has
been revealed to be worth
£4.25billion — a record
amount for a sports franchise.
A statement from the club
reads: “Chelsea Football Club
can confirm that terms have

been agreed for a new ownership group, led by Todd
Boehly, Clearlake Capital,

Mark Walter and Hansjoerg
Wyss, to acquire the Club.
“Of the total investment

being made, £2.5bn will
be applied to purchase the
shares in the Club and such

More to play for as 2021/22 LaLiga season reach final stretch
The 2021/22 LaLiga
season has entered its final
stretch, with over half the
teams in the top tier still
with something on the line
between now and the end of
the season, be it a European
spot or avoiding relegation.
LaLiga has in recent
seasons shown itself to be
Europe’s most competitive
league from top to bottom – nine of the division’s
20 clubs have won a major
trophy since 2019 – with
thrills, spills, and last-gasp
goals week in, week out. The
season run-in promises to
be as hard-fought and close
as this track record suggests,
and LaLiga has launched a
campaign under the slogan
“If it’s happened before, it
can happen again,” to remind fans what they’re in for
between now and the final
day. The campaign features
two 30-second and 60-second spots which will be
promoted on LaLiga’s digital
channels between now and
the end of the season.
The race for Europe
behind the newly crowned

champions Real Madrid is
well and truly on, with all
the remaining Champions
League and Europa League
spots still on the line.
Xavi Hernandez’s FC
Barcelona have recovered
from a slow start to sit in pole
position for a second-place
finish, beating Real Madrid
4-0 at the Santiago Bernabéu
in the process, ahead of Sevilla and Atlético Madrid just
two and three points behind
in third and fourth place,
respectively.
And while these three
sides currently occupy
the Champions League
qualification spots, freeflowing Real Betis, – who
have already wrapped up
a European spot thanks to
their Copa del Rey win just a
couple of weeks ago – 2020
Copa del Rey champions
Real Sociedad and Cham-

pions League semi-finalists
Villarreal CF lie just a few
points behind, within striking distance of a top four
spot between now and the
end of the season.
With many of these sides
set to meet in direct clashes
over this weekend’s Matchday 35 – which features the
Madrid Derby, among other
blockbuster fixtures which
see six of the top seven battle
face off – and Matchday 38,
the race for Europe will go
down to the wire.
Down at the other end
of the table, meanwhile, it’s
all still to be decided in the
battle against relegation;
with four matches remaining, no side is mathematically down. Levante UD, Deportivo Alaves and Granada
CF currently occupy the
bottom spots, but all three
have hopes of leapfrogging
RCD Mallorca, Cadiz CF,
and Getafe CF, three sides
who still aren’t safe from the
threat of relegation.
It’s all still to be decided on an individual level
too. While Real Madrid’s

Karim Benzema has all but
wrapped up the Pichichi
trophy for the top scorer in
LaLiga Santander with the
perhaps the best season
of any striker in European
football, the Zamora and
Zarra awards for the top
goalkeeper and top scoring Spanish player in the
division are still anything
but a foregone conclusion.
Sevilla FC goalkeeper Bono
is currently the favourite to
win his first Zamora trophy
with an average of just 0.79
goals conceded per game,
but close behind are Thibaut
Courtois (Real Madrid),
Geronimo Rulli (Villarreal
CF) and Alex Remiro (Real
Sociedad) and ahead of the
likes of Marc-Andre ter Stegen and Jan Oblak, showcasing the depth of world-class
talent between the sticks in
LaLiga Santander.
With so much still on the
line between now and the
end of the LaLiga season,
teams will battle like never
before to finish the season
on a high. You won’t want to
miss it.

2022 Women’s World Cup: Falconets draw France, Canada, Korea Republic
Following Thursday’s draw
that was held at the Teatro
Nacional in San José, capital
of Central America, Nigeria’s
U20 female soccer side the
Falconet will play France,
Canada and Korea Republic
in Group C of the FIFA U20
Women’s World Cup in Costa
Rica in August,
Cup holders Spain will
tango with hosts Costa Rica,
Australia and Brazil in Group
A of the competition slated for
10th – 28th August, while Africa’s other flagbearers Ghana
are up against Japan, The
Netherlands and three-time

champions United States of
America in Group D.
Germany, who have also
won the competition three
times, including 2010 and
2014 when they beat Nigeria
in the final, will play Colombia, New Zealand and Mexico
in Group B. Mexico were runners-up at the last competi-

tion in Uruguay in 2018.
All group phase and
quarter-final matches will
be played at the Alejandro
Morera Soto, which is a hybrid of natural and synthetic
grass, called stitched grass.
The semi-final, final and thirdplace matches will take place
at the Estadio Nacional.
The draw ceremony at the
Teatro Nacional in San José
was witnessed by the Head
Coach of Nigeria’s U20 girls,
Christopher Danjuma and
the Team Secretary, Patricia
Osuji.
Nigeria’s first match will be
moneycentral
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against France, which hosted
the 2018 edition. At the 2014
championship in Canada, Nigeria topped a group involving
Korea Republic, beating the
Koreans 2-1 in a group phase
match. France finished in
third place in the same competition as Nigeria finished as
runners-up.
GROUP A: Costa Rica,
Australia, Spain, Brazil
GROUP B: Germany, Colombia, New Zealand, Mexico
GROUP C: France, Nigeria,
Canada, Korea Republic
GROUP D: Japan, Netherlands, Ghana, USA
@moneycentral4

proceeds will be deposited
into a frozen UK bank account
to donate 100% to charitable
causes as confirmed by Roman Abramovich. UK Government approval will be
required for the proceeds to
be transferred from the frozen
UK bank account.”
Chelsea’s Russian owner
Roman Abramovich put the
Premier League club on the
market in March, just days before he was sanctioned by the
British government following
the invasion of Ukraine.
As part of the agreement,
Boehly’s group have agreed to
invest a set amount of £1.75bn
to ensure the continued development of the club. It is
understood a large chunk of
this fund will go towards redeveloping Stamford Bridge,
with all prospective owners
submitting plans to increase
the capacity at the ground.
The club also revealed
that the sale is expected to be

Maradona ‘Hand of God’ Jersey
sold for record ₦3.8bn

The jersey worn by
Argentina football legend
Diego Maradona when he
scored the ‘Hand of God’
goal against England in
the 1986 World Cup was
auctioned for over ₦3.8billion (₦3,861,267,000), an
equivalent of $9.3 million, a
record for any kits of sports
memorabilia, Sotheby’s
said Wednesday.
Maradona is regarded
by many sports pundits
as the greatest player of all
time, died of a heart attack
in November 2020, aged 60.
Seven bidders vied for
Maradona’s iconic ‘Hand
of God’ World Cup jersey
in an auction that began
on April 20 and ended
Wednesday, May 4, Sotheby’s said.
Read Also: Maradona
‘Hand of God’ Jersey Auction Opens with $5million
Bid
“This historic ‘Hand of
God’ jersey is a tangible
reminder of an important moment not only in
the history of sports but
in the history of the 20th
century,” Sotheby’s head
of streetwear and mod-
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completed by May 31, with
Boehly’s consortium required
to pass the Premier League’s
owners’ and director’s test
before the sale can be ratified.
The news of Boehly’s group
takeover officially brings an
end to Abramovich’s 19-year
tenure as owner of the club.
During his time, Chelsea
won the Premier League on
five occasions, Champions
League winners twice and won
the Club World Cup in January
this year under Tuchel. That
was the last time Abramovich
was seen with the team as he
joined the celebrations in the
United Arab Emirates.
Boehly’s group of investors
includes fellow Dodgers coowner Mark Walter, Swiss billionaire Hansjoerg Wyss and
US investment firm Clearlake
Capital.
UK government approval
will be required for the proceeds to be transferred from
the frozen UK bank account.

ern collectables Brahm
Wachter said in a statement
after the sale.
“This is arguably the
most coveted football shirt
to ever come to auction,
and so it is fitting that it
now holds the auction
record for any object of its
kind,” he said.
The jersey had been
owned since the end of the
controversial encounter by
England midfielder Steve
Hodge, who swapped his
jersey with Maradona after
England lost 2-1 in Mexico
City.
Maradona’s daughter
cast doubt on the sale earlier this month when she
claimed that the shirt put
up for auction had been the
one her father wore in the
goalless first half, not the
second when he scored his
two goals.
Sotheby’s insisted they
had the right shirt, though.
The previous record for
a game-worn shirt from
any sport was $5.6 million
(₦2,325,064,000), set in
2019 for a jersey Babe Ruth
wore while on the New
York Yankees.
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AXA Mansard combined ratio
improves as profit slumps
BALA AUGIE

AXA Mansard, a firm
that engages in the provision of life and general
business risk management, has improved its
combined ratio in the first
quarter amid challenging
market conditions, but
profitability declined.
In the first quarter of
2022 the composite insurer improved its combined ratio by 3.3 points
compared to the quarter
a year earlier, coming in at
99.55 percent.
It posts underwriting
profit of N1.82 billion as at
March 2022.
However, net income
dipped by 85.32 percent
to N386.28 million as at
March 2022 from N2.63
billion the previous year.
The reduction at the
bottom line (profit) was
largely driven by N1.03 billion changes in individual
life reserve.
There was a slight increase in investment returns as companies are
taking advantage of a benign yield environment as
both short- and long-term
government securities
have been rising gradually.
Investment income was

up 0.82 percent to N1.48
billion in the period under
review from N1.47 billion
as at March 2021.
AXA Mansard has been
honoring its obligation to
policyholders as it paid
N7.70 billion in claims,
which is 42.24 percent
higher than 2021’s N5.41
billion.
Loss ratio moved to
66.61 percent in March
2022 from 64.85 percent
the previous year.
The company delivered
strong revenue growth

across all its business lines
despite the challenging
macroeconomic terrain
as inflationary pressures,
high utility bills, and spiral
unemployment hinders
Nigerians from taking up
a cover.
It grew its top-line premiums written significantly, with gross premiums
of N17.25 billion reported
for compared to N12.81
in Q1 2021. Net premium
written also followed the
same growth trajectory as
it spiked by 38.70 percent

to N11.51 billion in the
period under review as
against N8.34 billion the
previous year.
Gross premium from
Life (Group life and individual life) was up 57.74
percent to N5.61 billion
while non life fell by 4.56
percent to N12.13 billion
as at March 2022.
Revenue from Health
Maintenance Organization (HMO) was up 25.05
percent to N10.49 billion
as at March 2022.
Several ratings agencies have upgraded their
ratings on AXA Mansard
to positive due to the
insurer’s balance sheet,
strong earnings, and improved underwriting capabilities.
Of course, the firm has
enough capital to retain
risk and pay claims without threatening going concerns in a hard market. It
has also met the minimum
capital requirement set
by the regulator who is
steadfast in ensuring that
the industry is on a sound
footing and in a position
to compete with emerging
market peers.

Nigeria Exchange seeks to raise stake...
Continued from page 1

for the 2021 financial year,
bringing the total dividend
payable to N3.7 billion.
The Nigerian Exchange
Group Plc is currently the
largest shareholder in
CSCS with a 29.19% stake.
Other major shareholders
include Artemis Limited
with 16.61%, Ess-ay Investments Limited 10.01%,
Access Bank Plc 7.50%,
United Bank for Africa
Plc 5.37%, VFD Group Plc
5.17% and ZPC/ Leadway
Insurance Investment Account 5%.
CSCS which closed
trading on the NASD OTC
exchange on Friday at N17
per share has a market
capitalization of N85 billion.
That means the NGX
will be able to buy an additional 16.58% stake in
CSCS potentially increasing its stake to 45.77% and
solidifying its ownership
as the largest shareholder.
The NGX closed trading at N24.05 per share on
Friday and has a market
capitalization of N47.24 billion, meaning its valuation
is about half that of CSCS.
The CSCS reported revenues of N6.4 billion and
profit of N4.41 billion in
2021, which compares
with NGX with reported
revenues of N6.79 billion
and profit of N2.24 billion.
CSCS was licensed by
the Securities and Exchange Commission and
operates a computerized depository, clearing,
settlement and delivery
system for transactions in
shares and fixed income
securities listed/traded
on the Nigerian Exchange
Limited, NASD OTC Exchange or any other authorized/organized Securities
Trading Platform in the
Nigerian Capital Market.

The Company also acts
as a depository for Federal
Government of Nigeria
(FGN) Bonds, Municipal
and Corporate Debt instruments.
However, it remains to
be seen if this is the most
efficient way to deploy
N14.1 billion by the NGX.
“The NGX sees CSCS as
their baby. It is also a way
to ward off competition
which may be eyeing the
shares,” a second market
source told MoneyCentral.
That competition will
include firms like FMDQ
which has also recently
made moves to own a major stake in CSCS.In December 2021, MoneyCentral reported that FMDQ
Group had reached an
agreement to acquire over
20% of CSCS. The value of
the transaction is currently
undisclosed.
According to sources
with knowledge of the
transaction, the FMDQ
Group will buy out shares
owned by Leadway Insurance and from Artemis
Ltd, a vehicle owned by
Verod Capital. The two
entities own 16.6% and
5% respectively delivering
a combined 21.6% ownership of CSCS.
The deal is subject to
the approval of the Security & Exchange Commission and the Federal Competition and Consumer
Protection Commission
(FCCPC). Moneycentral
understands that FMDQ
acquisition of major shares
in CSCS provides the latter
with a strong shareholder
with enough experience,
capacity, and capital to
help drive growth in an
increasingly changing
capital market that requires significant investment in technology and
manpower.

MARKETS

NGX Insider offloads 2.935 million shares at 50% above listing price
PATRICK ATUANYA

Pivot Capital Limited,
a Company related to Mr.
Dare Adejumo, a member of the Statutory Audit
Committee of the Nigerian

Exchange Group Plc has
just offloaded 2,935,961
shares of the NGX.
The shares were sold
at N24 per share, about
50% higher than when the

NGX shares were listed
in October 2021 on the
Main Board of Nigerian
Exchange Limited (NGX)
at N16.15 per share.
The share sale netted an

moneycentral
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estimated N70 million for
Pivot Capital, according to
MoneyCentral calculations.
This is the third major
insider sale of NGX shares
in 2022, including 3.407
@moneycentral4
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million share sales by VFD
Group Plc in February at
N25.5 per share and Pilot
Securities Limited which
sold 6 million shares at
N20.94 per share in March.

The NGX with reported
revenues of N6.79 billion
and profit of N2.24 billion in
2021. It also reported an operating loss of N36.59 million
in the first quarter of 2022.
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Custodian Investment’s profit soars in Q1

BALA AUGIE

Custodian Investment Plc, a
non-bank financial institution,
had a particularly good firstquarter of 2022 in its insurance
business, with earnings up
year-on-year.
In fact, after adjusting for
non-recurring one-time gain
from prior year’s result, profits from continuing ordinary
operations recorded 64.43 per
cent growth to N2.18 billion in
March 2022, despite operating
in a challenging operating environment.

The company with interest
in insurance, pension, and
investment value-chain, is
good in generating returns
on the investment it receives
from shareholders as return on
equity rose to 13.40 percent in
March 2020 from 9.50 percent
the previous year.
Interestingly, the insurance
division, which includes both
Life and Non-Life segments,
posted a positive real underwriting results of N2.61 billion
as at March 2022, which validates improved underwriting
results even amid inflationary

VP Osinbajo interacts with APC delegates...
Continued from page 3

technology, that will be useful
in resolving some of these problems.”
On arrival at the Anambra
State International Cargo Airport,
the Vice President was received by
the State Governor, Prof. Chukwuma Soludo; Deputy Governor,
Dr. Onyeka Ibezim; and other
senior state government officials,
including Anambra State House of
Assembly Speaker, Rt. Honourable
Uche Okafor, and APC stakeholders in the state led by the State
Chairman, Sir Basil Ejidike.
Stressing the need to enhance
the security apparatus in the
country, Prof. Osinbajo stated
ways to improve the capacity
and capabilities of the Nigerian
military, adding that “technology
would be useful and would be
deployed to resolve the problem
of insecurity.”
Responding to questions from
delegates, the VP restated his experience in government, noting
that “after serving in the office as
Vice President and being exposed
to several aspects of governance

by President Muhammadu Buhari, I know that God did this so
that I would serve the people as
the President.”
During the courtesy visit to the
Governor, the VP also spoke on
other issues, including measures
being taken by the government to
improve the country’s power sector.
Prof. Osinbajo further said,
“we are looking forward to working with you even closer and I
believe that all will be well with
our country, all will be well with
Anambra State. Everyone is looking to Anambra State. This is one
of the major hubs of industry in
especially small businesses and a
place where we expect to see very
significant contributions to the
national economy.”
Applauding Governor Soludo
on his wealth of experience, the
VP said the governor has been
a friend for many years, adding
“I’ve sought Prof. Soludo’s advice
well before he became one of the
members of the Presidential Economic Advisory Council.
Governor Soludo, who expressed excitement and hope of

pressures, high energy cost,
and currency volatility.
The combined ratio improved to 75.55 percent in
March 2022 from 79.72 percent
the previous year, according to
a calculation by MoneyCentral.
The company attributes the
stellar performance to the resilience of all its subsidiaries,
the diversity of its product offerings, commitment of its staff
and the unwavering support of
its board of directors.
Analysts are sanguine that
the incremental contribution that will flow in from the

group’s real estate business
segment, which is being restructured to boost the fortunes
of the company, will add impetus to earnings growth needed
to pay shareholders’ bumper
dividend.
It is noteworthy that the
insurance segments earned
more premium through firmer
pricing, while the main drivers of improved profitability
were lower losses and a fall in
underwriting and operating
expenses.
Gross premium written (GPW)
was up 13.16 percent to N24.45

billion in March 2022 from N21.60
billion as at March 2021.
Gross premium income followed the same growth trajectory as it increased by 13.80
percent to N17.22 billion in
the period under review from
N15.13 billion the previous
year.
The insurance business paid
N4.26 billion to policyholders,
and that represents an increase
of 14.54 percent from 2020’s
N3.68 billion. Claims ratio
reduced to 39.32 in the period
under review from 41.52 percent the previous year.

a cordial working relationship
with the Vice President, said he
was most delighted to welcome
the VP to Anambra State, whom
he said has been instrumental
in promoting MSMEs and youth
development.
“You have been to Anambra
severally but the one that I was
part of the reception in receiving you, and the one dear to my
heart, was when you came to
commission the shoe factory (at
Ogbunike, Omudia)
“Our government is promoting made in Anambra, made in
Nigeria. You came to empower
us with that, with the MSMEs
and thousands of youths and the
less privileged in that particular
industry.
Soludo also commended the
VP for his efforts in government
and for steering the National Economic Council, as its chairman,
noting that NEC “coordinates all
economic agenda of the 36 states
of this country.
“And in that capacity, I must
state that the Vice President, also
coordinating several of the special
intervention programmes of the
Federal Government, has been

leading us well. In various areas
and capacities where he has been
assigned to do that, he has acted
excellently,” he added.
Governor Soludo noted that
all the progressives should come
together to build a better Nigeria
and make it work, “because we
believe that if all the 36 states of the
Federation work, Nigeria works.”
At his meetings with delegates
in Anambra and Enugu, the VP received very favourable responses
as he engaged in question and
answer sessions, allowing for
feedback from the APC delegates
and stakeholders in the same way
he has done in all the States he has
visited so far.
In Anambra State, the party
Chairman Sir Ejidike, while commending the manner the consultation adopted by the VP ahead
of the APC Presidential Primaries
later this month, observed that
he was the very first Presidential
aspirant to engage stakeholders
in the State.
In Enugu State the VP made a
stop at the Southeast Zonal Office
of the APC, accompanied by the
State Chairman, Hon. Ugochukwu
Agballa and other party stalwarts.

New UK Visa exempts
graduates from...
Continued from page 3
demic achievement to come to the
UK without a prior job offer,” Foster
said in a statement.
Applicants are also required
to show the equivalent of at least
£1,270 in their bank account for a
continuous 28-day period no later
than 31 days prior to making the
High Potential Individual visa application.
The statement further read, “If
you’ve been resident in the UK for
more than 12 months, you might
not need to meet this requirement.
Graduates with a bachelor’s or a
master’s degree will be given a twoyear visa. PhD or other doctoral
level graduates will get visas valid
for three years. This visa can only
be granted once and will not be
available to those who have already
had a Graduate visa.
“You will be able to bring your
dependents, such as a partner or
children under the age of 18, with
you. “Partner” refers to either a
spouse, civil partner, or unmarried
partner. However, unmarried partners must show that they have lived
together for at least two years, and
that their relationship is genuine,
according to reports.”
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